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Flag furor
International dispute_brings down disp_lay.
by Diane Taylor
Managing Edffor

Objections made by UCF Palestinian and
Israeli students led to the removal Tuesday
of an international flag display around the
Reflecting Pond.
The display, sponsored by the Association
of International Students as part of Intema.:
tional Students Week, featured 30 flags
from the 59 foreign countries represented at
UCF. One of the flags represented the
;

See related

letter-to-the-editor,

Opinion, page 29.

,

Palestine Liberation Organization.
According to AIS President Vanessa Godfrey, "all we wanted to do was have a
cµltural event to bring the International
Students together, and to show American
students we are doing something." ·
On Tuesday, the day after the ~ags were

'

raised, some Israeli and Jewish students
complained to UCF Provost Leslie Ellis
about allowing the PLO flag to be displayed.
Later, Palestinian students filed similar
complaints with Ellis about the Israeli flag.
Similar complaints were also made· to
Godfrey and AIS.
·Tuesday afternoon she had the display
.,,
taken down.
''Some groups took it upon themselves to
take down flags," Godfrey said. '•we had to .
borrow some of the flags from Tallahassee
and I didn't want to rj.sk anything happen·
ing to them.''
·
Godfrey added that when she was walking
to the exhibit Tuesday she saw someone car·
rying away a flag belonging to someone else. ·
''Luckily, I arrived at the right time to get
the flag,'' she said.
· "It just got out of proportion,,, Godfrey
said. "I'd hoped they (stuc;lents from countries in.conflict) could have forgotten it for a
little while, but I guess if it's inbred it's
always there." ·

r

Senate action would deny administrative
~-

. by Mike Grifrm
Future lfaft

UCF's Student Senate Tuesday
approved an amendment to the Student Government Constitution that
would deny the Univers.i ty's administration power to veto sena~
legislation.
The amendment must first be approved by a majority of UCF's
voting students before it can be im·
plemented.
·
Senate legislation must currently
be signed by both the student body
president and the vice president of
Student Affairs. Vetoes from either

of these positions can be overridden
by a two-thirds majority of the
senate. If the senate overrides the
Student Affairs veto the legislation
is referred to University President
Trevor Colboum for final review.
Constitutional Amendment 14-2
would remove the Student Affairs
veto and the president's power of
final review. However, there is some
question as to legality of the amendment.
·
Student. body President George
Chandler said the legislation is legal
under Florida law. ''The amendment
does not challenge Florida law
because it does not challenge .the ad-

ministration's power to make decisions on legislative legality.
·
"The problem is they (the administration) don't make legal decisions; they make judgmental on~,··
Chandler said.
Chandler stressed that the administration has vetoed senate
legislation for monetary rather than
legal reasons. Chandler offered the
administrative vetoes of senate bills
that would have provided a book exchange .and free admission for
students to Student Center movies
as examples.
"The money the ~nate spends is
student money, not administratic;>n

money,'' Chandler said ''If students.
want to help other students &ave
money they should be allowed to."
''The administration has the
power to stop us regardless of the
constitution," he said. The amendment would prevent the administration from ''telling SG how to spend
.
its money," he added.
. Levester Tubbs, vice president for
Student Affairs, has voiced his opposition to the amendment. He
said, ''the .SG must acknowledge
.that they operate within the university system,'' not independently.
"You can't ask th~ _ pr~d~t_of
~~ndment, page 23

Debate -sheds light on . candidates, platforms
by Diane Taylor
Managing edHot

Candidates for UCF student body
president and vice president took
out
Wednesday
from
time
traditional platform ploliti~king to
participate ip a Future-sponsored

forum.
question-.and·
The
two-hour
answer discussion allowed the seven
hopefuls .a chance to explain their
stands and to address students'
concerns.
Th~ three candidates seeking the
vice presidency were the first to step

up to the podium. After giving a
two-minute speech, each was asked
three questions by a student panel.
The Pfimary issue addressed ·b y
- the vice presidential candidates was
who should chair senate meetings
and how senate meetings should be
conducted. Traditionally, the vice

.. ice presidential candidates Weeks, Weber and Kiser ponder a Future question.

president . has chaired senate
meetings. However, this year's candidate. BID-ton Weeks proposed
relinqui~hing
the chairing of
meetings to the senate pro tern.
Candidate Matt Weber disagreed
and said he favors strong vice
presidential leaders~p in the senate.
''I want to move the vice president
closer to the senate," he explained.
Weeks -·- -argqed:
"The
vice
president should not waste his time
chairing
the
·
senate
meetings,' 'Weeks explained. · ''The
vice president should be more administrative in nature." Weeks
wants the SG comprised of the vice
president, pro tern and senate commit.tee chairmen, to serve as a
liaison between the executive and
creative branches. He said in this
committee, legislation could be
discussed between the SG branches
before.it reaches the senate floor.
-Kiser promoted hims~lf as a mean
between the opposed views of Weber
and Weeks. He said he would serve
as senate chair witho_ut · ignorip.g
~bate, page 8
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AT A-.G lANCE

Attention all
students

'
c

Appllcatlons are now avallabl• .tor the
1912-13· Academic Peer Advl•ment
Team. Apply nowl Peer Advisers
receive an award ot $1IO a •mester
tor three Mmesters. Application• are
available In Admlnlltratlon 212 or 1'5.
For further Information, call Dr. Pete ~
Fisher, 271-2811.
~

>'

UCF's Advertising!Public Relations and Graphic Arts Clubs are cospon·
. soring the Advertising Creativity Seminar on April 3 in Engineering
Building Room 360. This is a one-day intensive seminar program designed
to educate, enlighten and entertain stµdents in communication, graphic
arts, advertising, public relations and marketing.
Registration is $6 at· the communication department. Registration will ·be
limited to the first 90 students due to the space limitations. The first ses·
sion begins at 9 a.m.

•.

~

f

•••

~

-Registration for the Bert Bums walkathon on April 10 is f!om 7 a.m. to 8
a.m. on the day of the walk .a t the Steak and Ale in Maitland. Those in· .
terested in participating may pick up pledge sheets and information from
Bert's Place, one-tenth of a mile north of University Boulevard on Alafaya

•••

Caribbean students and friends are invited to attend a Spring Get
Together at the Orlando Jorge Bird Lions Club, 2007 Vincent Road, on
April 3 at 9 p.m. donations are $2. For more information, call 273·1368 or
296-7473.

• •• •

The American Cancer Societies Will sponsor aStrawberry Spring Festival
at Leu Gardens tomorrow and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is
$1.60.

•••

•

•

The Audubon String .Quartet will make their second appearance on the
UCF campus this season in a free public concert.
The concert will be in the UCF music rehearsal hall on Sunday, at 3:.30

~ OMW ·

It you .wlll be ~vallable tor training
during the summ~r Semester, 1982.
If you have an overall grade point
average of at least ·2.5 (3.0 for
graduate students)•.
If you enjoy working with people and
•xpandlng you·r horizons.
It you would enjoy aulltlng faculty
with academic advisement.

.J

.

~~.

~

'

~~

.

The group Will be joi~ed by faculty oboist Patricia Stenberg, in the Reicha
Quintet for Oboe and String Quartet. The quartet will also perform the
Quartet in B-fiat Major, Opus 18 by Beethoven, and the Mendelssohn
Quartet in E-flat Major, Opus 44.

•••

The Community Chorus will perform Maurice Durufle's ''Requiem'' at
Seminole Coinmunity College on Sunday at 3 p.m. at the Holy Cross
Episcopal Church, Sanford. Admission is free.

•••

WUCF-FM (89.9), in conjunction with the university's international
studies center, will broadcast weekly series of ten, one-half hour programs
.
on international affairs beginning April 5 at 4:30 p.m.
. The prograµis define basic issues facing the United States now-and ex·
- amine its changing relationship to the rest of the world.
.- -

-

-

-

.- -

-

...

.

Dick Finnegan, Vice Presidential district .personnel manager (Central
Florida) of Sun Bank will be speaking for Delta Sigma Pi on April 7 at noon
in ED 322. All interested·students are welcome to attend.

eee

I

.

.

Feature twirler tryouts for the UCF band will be April 7. Call the music
department at X-2867 for more information.

•••

The Wesley Foundation will be collecting eye glasses for the needy .
through April 22. Collection stations Will be set up at the SC main desk, at
the library lobby and at the bookstore.

·t*************************t
:*:* I El
Grande .de Coca Cola I *
. A Cabaret
. - Musical
***.
:*

GLC SEDAN.

$6245·00

***·
I*
**
*
·*
·***
*

poe
Great Miieage - Great Room - Great Trunk

RX·7

1

1

True sports car performance
Never looked better
Speclal Discounts To All UCF
Students~Fac.ulty c;.nd Staff

1

WILLIAM BROS.
lltaZDa
275·9810
. 53M E•.Colonlal Dr. (Rt.•.50)

General Admission $4.00
UCF Students Free
Beer. Wine, Snacks Available
I _T ime I
8:00 pm:.-. April 13, 14, 15
8:00 pm & 10 pm - Arril 16, and 17
I Place ~
.Student Center A•·ditorium

'
.
.

"
"
r

For lnformatt'-.n

.,
.
.
*~:

275-2862

**
*
**
***
t*
:

**************
***********
YOu c:\N cONQuER "" "ic:::::n

1

THE STUDY BARRIERS
. n~-L ~
Do you know what the barriers to study are? What .
would it be ~e to stud! a subject and ~eally know it
afterwards? Would you like to spend less tune studying? U
You can learn this vital information about study o~ our~
very short and ~expensive study course.
Call the Dianetics Information Center at
~ ; ....
M..
....
,1.23
MN"
M

n

-84\I

,...

•
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· · This Student ·Government doesn't need
another executive. It needs someone who is
willing·to spend more than three hours a week as
leader of the Senate. It needs someone who won't
use the office . of Vice President as a stepping
stone to a higher office. It nee~s someone totally
dedkated to organizing the Senate,. and that
someone is Matt Weber.
.
Before any changes can be made, Stµdent
Government needs a Vice President who understands the Senate. Last year Matt Weber was
voted "Most Outstanding Senator of the Year."
He.was also-one of 15 students selected for the
.President's Leadership Council.
The only way Matt can change the Senate is ·
with your vote on Tuesday and Wednesday (April
6 & 7).

-···

Weber ·. VP'82
·e/ect -

TICO PEREZ.
,

Preslden·I of Student G·overnment

Tico has . ...

.....

Experience
'

II Vice President of
· . Student Government
II States Advocate .
II Lobblest for UCF students
In Tallahassee
II"Many university committees
II Chalrman11 ·student·Government
11- Activities & Service
Fee Committee
II Senator of 12th & 13th senate·

.PlaHorm·

• ••••

•
•
·•
•
•

Improve ·academic advlsl.ng
Greek housing
24-hour visitation
Full 't(olunt~ry meal plan
.Better student representation

TICO IS READY
• • •for Student
Governme.n t
President .

Page4

Tico Perez

Peter Morlock

· Mark Geary

The candidates: 7 featured
Tico Perez, the curre~ vice presi ·
dent of Student Government, said if
- he is elected president that he plans
to improve academic advisement by
expanding peer advisement, ' and,
t~ough . working with the administration, to provide more incentives to faCulty advisers; to ensure
the meal plan is mandatOry for dorm
students; and to provide responsible
fiscal leadership.
.
Some of Perez's other platforms
include: 24-hour visitation with proper security, effective representathe
. tion of students' needs at
administrative and state level, and
Greek housing implementatjon.
Perez said, as president he would
guard against administrative red
tape w~ch might hinder Greek
housing plans.

as chairman and vice chairman of .
the State Council .of Student Body
Vice Presidents. He also said that he
was·really pleased with being able to
renegotiate the East-West ex·
pressway contract. and bringing
photo development services to the ·
students on campus.
.
Perez is a junior and a political
science major.

Geary has been a member of the
13th and' 14th student senates, the
planning and activities council and
has been the vice president of Polk.
Hall (D-dorm).

***

"Having worked... with three student government administrators, I
will incorporate the successful
qualitites of each... along with my
own abilities to ensure a successful
year," said student body presiden·
Because he understands the needs tial candidate Peter Morlock in a
of the students, student body Future survey.
Morlock, 20, a sophomore majorpresidential candidate Mark Geary
said in a March 31 debate that he ing ·in political science, bases his
wants to ''improve the general life of . campaign platform on a firm com. all students."
mitment to student services.
· Geary, 21, a business major,
Like his opponent Mark Geary, he
recognizes the need for close contact endorses a voluntary meal plan.
with students. He said he will keep However, among his goals are ideas
the needs of the students ahead of that specifically affect the majority
During his campaign Perez has political bickering if elected presi- of students at UCF. Among them
been emphasizing his senatorial and dent.
are: improved legal and dental sercabinet expei'.ience over his . opAbout George Chandler's ad- . vices; additional merchant disponents. Some of this experience ministration last year, Geary said, counts; improved campus safety;
centers on being a senator with the ." He (Chandler) has highly centraliz· and equal senate representation of
12th and 13th student senates, a ed. the power of student body presi· graduate pr9grams.
state's advocate with the Student dent to the point that he has lost
"With the encouragement of the
Government Cabinet, 1979-80, and a close contact with the students. previous two student government
lobbyist with .the Florida Student Future· presidents will need to leaders and the support ,of a majoriAssociation for more than two delegate out some of their powers in · ty of the 14th student senate:'
years.
.
order to have time to spend with the Morlock feels he can start strong in
Perez feels that one of his ac- students.''
the accomplishment of his goals.
complishments of this past year was
Strong stands included by Geary
Morlock has been the chairman for
in a Future survey are:
·
the elections and appointments com• getting two more days
mittee, attorney general and profor add/drop;
gram director for student govern• increasing bus service to
ment. He has been a member of the
area apartments within a
activity and service fee committee,
12-mile radius;
.
organizations, appropriations · and
• and totally eliminating
finance committee, the commencement committee and the master
committee process for
getting off the meal plan.
planning committee. · ·
G~ said he has already introduced and passed legislation in
David Kiser feels he is the median
the student senate to add two more
. days to the add/drop schedule. As between two extreme vice presidenpresident, .he wants to implement tial candidates: one who wants to
use a firm hand in the student
that legislation.
Because the East Orange Express senate to instigate parliamentary
arrives on campus every four hours, procedure; and another who wants
frequent bus service to area apart- to relinquish the vice presidential
ments · would increase mass chair in the student senate to the
pro tempore so he can develop better
~ transportation to ·UCF, Geary said.
executive plans.
Kiser said that proper leadership
Geary maintains many points
common to other presidential can- in the senate is as equally important
didate's platfo~s, particularly con- as effective representation of the
cerning stuaent services. ae students' needs at the administraspecified a need for better inter· tion and state levels.
Kiser, who is a 21-year-old comracial communication, but did not
puter
science major, plans to play an
specifically mention any approach.

**'*

"

active role in impleinenting an
escort program on campus and using the campus police more aff~
tively, among other programs~ He
wouid also support a 24-hour study
area, educational programs, and bet- ·
ter academic advisement.
As for experience, Kiser has been
~ator for the College of Arts and
Sciences, president of District VIII
National Honor Society, member of
the Key Club, chairman of the
organizations, appropriations and
finance committee and a member of
the activity and service fee committee.
"I'm a realist,',. said Barton
Weeks after a March 31 debate,
"and I offer a program I know will

work.''
Weeks, a candidate for student
body vice president, admits he is
"not the best campaigner," but his
serious approach to campus politics
is more noteworthy.
Weeks' stand is extreme compared
to student government policy
previously implemented at UCF.
The most drastic point in his cam·
paign platform involves the relin·
quishing of the vice presidential
chair in student senate meetings.
·"(This) will free time 1or the vice
president to develop and implement
executive projects," Weeks said in a
Future survey. ''It will also alleviate
the fear of .executive branch in·
terference in the legislative branch."
Weeks believes the administration
of the student senate should be left
to the Pro Tempore. He readily
asserts, "This does not mean the
vice president will neglect the
senate." The eXecutive committee,
which Weeks now calls a ••symbolic
effort,'' would ·maintain the vice
president's relatioDr with the senate.
As . adviser to the ·vice president
this past year, Weeks has been able
to observe senate proceedings and
executive relations. He thinks this
gives him an objective view of·how
the student ·government is and can
be run.
Though Weeks is only 18, he
. believes he is ''young enough to ac·
cept advice" yet mature enough to
present a professional stance before
the administration;
Weeks is a junior who is majoring
in economi~. His exparience in·
eludes: senator during 13th s_tudent

Page 5·
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David Kiser

Matt Weber ·

Barton Weeks

Photos by Brian LaPeter/Future

exec~tive

in

.struggle

to move it in a different direction.
Away from personal goals, petty
politics, and executive priorities
toward a senate. which knows and
wants to get things done and is
responsive to every group and stu·
Matt Weber, vice presidential can· dent." .
As vice president, Weber intends
didate, contends that if he is elected
to office he has the right combina- to make a concerted effort to teach
tion of experience, · honesty and senators parliamentary procedure;
desire .to move the student govern· to help each college set up a council
for the presidents of the clubs that
ment in a new direction.
Weber said in a Future .survey,. exist in the college so that senators
"Student Government is in a rut . can communicate with their constiand as vice president, I will attempt tuen~s; and to use the powers of the
senate; vice chairman of the
legislative, judicial and ntles com·
mittee; and newly-elected vice president of Omicron Delta Kappa.

***'

chair to help the senate obey the
rules and traditions that make
business go smoother.
Weber feels that these plans will /
speed up legislation in the sen~te,
make the senate more responsive to
its electorate, and have the senate
regain the respect of the students.
As for experience, Weber was on
the student senate last year.
He was voted "Most oUtstanding
Senator of the Year,'' and was vice
chairman of the activity and service
fee committee.
Some of his other ac~ivities in-

elude: president-elect of Omicron
Delta Kappa, president's leadership
council, and a member of Pi Sigma
Alpha, a political science honorary
frat;enµty.
Weber is a 20-year·old
RTV/political science, pre-law ma·
jor.
Joseph Bowen, a candidate for
student body president, did not respond to a survey, interviews or a
panel discussion sponsored by the
Future.
·

'

'

it improve legal and
dental services

11

*improve campus safety

-

,..._

* equally represent
graduate programs in
student senate .

!

r

.J

**
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r

-

n
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! ______PEREZ ____ JI

GEARY

I

MORLOCK

*
*
t**
*
**
**It
*
**
***
*

implement an escort
program for students

improve academic
advisement

create a 24-hour study
area

*

:
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~
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* - - ----·
*
:** *
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***
*
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***

BOWEN

***
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*
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!
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*
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:
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Campus housing costs to increase.by fall ·
by Diane Taylor
Managing kltof

Housing rates for residents in
UCF's old and new dormitories will
increase an .average of 18 percent
this fall, due to recent Board of
Regents action.
According to Housing Director
;Chris McCray, the increase will
finance a budget covering mortgage
on UCF's new dormitory buildings,
security costs for the dormitories
and part of the cost of a new

1981/82, so they will be increased only 12 percent in the fall.
McCray· said he has heard some
. negative react.ion from students.
".Of course they don't like it," but he
said students were given ample time
to ·voice opiJiions before the budget
proposal went to the BOR.
Meetings to discuss increase were
held with the Inter Hall Council and
the Student Body Presiden~ and all
resident students were notified of a
general meeting the week before the
BOR ·March 26 meeting. "Only a

very few students attendee!," McCray said.
·
UCF's Housing Office is an auxiliary of the University, McCray
See related story, page 8 .

said. Therefore it receives no money
from the school or the state system
and must be self-supporting.
Students, thus pay for the depart·
ment's entire budget.
.
McCray explained that all state

housing offices had to prepare
budgets for the BOR's approval.
Other universities' rates did not increase as much as UCF's, but McCray said other universities did not
build new dormitories or install a
new telephone system.
The Housing Office was required
to pay· $87 ,303 for the · phone
system. Mortgage on the new
buildings amounts to $134,009
every six months; $68,450 m~st be
paid for the old buildings, McCray
said.

telephone
Umversicy.system installed. by the ··· - - - - - - - - •·---------------------~--.,
Because afi dormitory students
did not pay the same rent for the
1981-82 ·school year, increases will
not be the same for all students.
However, all students will pay the
same rates for double rooms befmning this fall. Residents of the old
dormitories paid less this year, so
they will see a 26 to 26 percent in·
crease, McCray said. Residents of ·
IN
the new dorms paid more for rent in

UNIVERSITY -SQUARE
7416 UNIVERSITY BLVD . .

· Perlorma

.d eath-defying

act.

Congratulations UCF Alumni Association
·on your successful ph~nathon

Deli SandwicbeS
W-mes

RedaceU

oftrweiellt.
Give Heart Fund

m

Cheese Platters

Salads

Beer

Weekend Entertainment

American Heart Association\JJ

Pick a legf!nd
and save!

. ·. · · JIMMY.JI BRYJ\N ~ .
., .,

TOYOTA
ORLANDO'S NU_,..B~R 1 DEALER

'>

NEW&·USED CAR SALES
·OPEN 7 DAVS A WEEK .
.SERVICE, PARTS &
BODVSHOP
MON. THRU SAT.
J98J

XJ/9

~

EPA EST
MPG

J98J .

EPA EST ,
MPG

· SPIDER

37 . ·36
ESTHWY

2000·

ESTHWY

· Both equipped with air condi'tioning, fuel injection, electronic

HWY 436 .AT
UNIVERSITY BlVD.
ORLANDO, FLA.

igni~on, 5-_
speed overdrive transmissionr4-w~eel disq.brakes/.
. radiaJ tires and more.
·

''Come s·e e for yourself .
'April 7ftl at the UC.f Car Show" ._
"

tw\I[.
~

.

KING . ·,~
.
~l

· · _ailao mtsuiu
.
'

.

" ~.

--- .....

~~
\

· ~ -.
..... J\;lt52S... ,

~ "

.

.

1406 .Sand Lake Road Orlando··855-9220

(:305)-678-1234

0

REMEMBER
Student Government

E.LECTIONS
April .6 and 7
10 a.m. - 7 p . m.

VP
Kiser
Weber
Weeks

President
B~wen

Geary
Morlock

Perez

N·e xt
Tuesday & Wednesday

VOTE
'"In front of the Snackbar
·.
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SG. Services
Typing room

Dental Services

Student Center 203
Open 8 a.m. - 8. p.m.
Monday through Friday
Open 5 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Student Center 219
Open 8 a.m. - 8 p.m~
Monday th.rough Thursday
Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Call 275..2413

Sunday

Centralized ServiC'es
Student Center 203
The~tre Ticke~s

·

Dinner Tickets
Area Attraction Tickets
East-West Expressway Tickets

•
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Visitation proposal
sta·lled, re.a dv in fan -· .

ENGINEERING
PROGRAMMING.
.AJ!

Dis.ciplines

in (entering UCF this fall), know
what that program will be." He added that . a seCurity guard program,
employing
UCF students, is being
. UCF's 24-hour dormitory visita·
tion proposal is at a virtual stand- set up.
The ]nterhall Council distribut.ed
still. Qecause · security meaSQl'es
copies
of the proposal to all
have not been established and
residents
last week and it was voted
stUdents not informed, the proposal
on
and
approved.
will not be implemented until fall,
After · the proposal . leaves
according to Housing Director Chris
McCray. ''By that time we will have McCray's office, it goes before the
laid the groundwork as to just wh~t dean of students, the viceapresident
type of visitation programs we'll of Student Affairs, the president's
have,'' McCray said. ''We then will advisory staff and finally President
have to let everybody who's coming Colbourn.
by . Keith V .. _Kyker

(Aerospace/Commercial Electronics)

Future ltaff

FLOIJIDA • SOU-THEAST.
Immediate Needs
H-undreds of Florida·
Engineering Positions Available
Send .resume in confidence to:·

L-. A. HOFFMANN
& ASSOCIATES, l·NC.

' i

Engineering Recruiters
708 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32803
1·305·841·2780
Serving Ciienti Nationwide

Debate
state level concerns such as lobbying for student finan~ial aid.
The
presidential
candidates
discussed diverse . topics Wednesday. Issues were brought up hy
the panel and students that included

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~oc~~- ~~~~~~

His ,wife is crazy about
another guy.
· The Ariny is driving
him crazy.
And his c.r azy·girlfriend
keeps ·chilrging him
.by the hour..
~. Richru;-d Pry<>r's .got
two words for all
three-of them.
\

ACS

- PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS • AHOWARD W. KOCH PRODUCTION ·A MICHAEL PRE&5MAN FILM
RICHARD PRYOR· SOME KIND OF HERO• MARGOT KIDDER· RAY SHARKEY• CO-PRODUCER JAMES KJRKWOOD
BASED UPON THE BOOK BY JAMES KJRKWOOD ·SCREENPLAY BY JAMES KlRKWOOD AND ,
••• "•.
.
ROBERT BORIS· PRODUCED BY HOWARD W. KOCH • DIRECTED BY MICHAEL PRE&5MAN /
\.\ \
I Rl~~I

eop,rigN CI MCMLJOO(llby ?-ntl';etuteSCo<""'"'lon .. AIQlltsAllS8N9d

offers a new service
that can help you get

DOLLARS FOR COLLEGE .
.

'

from page. I
hying and pursuit of student services such as academic advisement,
24-hour study areas, Greek housing
and a cheaper student-run book -ex-·
change. .
· According to Tico Perez, current
student body vice president, "The
president's job . is ·to represent
students up in Tallahassee, over in
. the Administration Building and in
the community."
Candidate_ Mark ·Geary emphasized meeting the students'
immediate needs · and endorsing
projects such as an SG shuttl~ bus
service to area apartment complexes, better campus lighting and
obtaining state funds for an athletic
stadium.
Pete Morlock stressed expanding
present student services, without
increasing the present level of
student funds now invested in campus programs. He indicated that SG
program expenses could be cut by
measures such as the unallocated
reserve into an -interest earning
savings account. Money saved could
aid programs such as Legal Aid,
Dental Aid and typing rooms .

APARAMOUNTPICTURE~ r~.;;1- .,:

mputer provides you with 5 to 25 Sources
f financial aid matc)led with your individual
eedS, interests and qualifications.
• Results are guaranteed.
• For complete inforination call:
291~9967

Or write

to:

Academic Counseli,ng Services
P.O. Box 285 .
Oarcona, FL ?2710

WUCF·FM

89.9
Staff PoSition Opening

Station Manager
Responsibilities Include: Implementing broadcast criteria, pl\Qgramming and p~o
cedures as relayed by the general manager; over-all supervision of the station and
its personnel; developing annual fiscal budgets and ~aintaining accounting pro. cedures in conjunction with the general manager; preparation of biweekly payroll ·
~d payroll records; for developing special program ideas and/or format revision;
plus other duties.
·
·

""
Applicant
niust be a ~tudertt at ·UCF, with a minimum schedule of 6 'semester
hours of study, and a. GPA of 2.0 or better.
Reports to the general manager. Paid for 20-hour week at $4.00 per hour. Position
effective April 26, 1982 through April 22, 1983. Submit letter of application with
resume to: Keith H. Fowles, General Manager, WUCF-FM, Library Suite B 11,
UCF. Deadline for applications is April 5, 1982.
.
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Tiene una Coke
y una sonrisa
"El Grande de Coca-Cola" is the off-Broadway show
scheduled for the SCA April 13 through 17. Two performances will be given April 13-15, at 8 p.m., and two
shows on April 16 and 17 at 8 and 10:30 p.m.
The shows are ab$0lutely free to students with ID
and $4 for the general public. Beer, wine and
refreshments will be available in this cabaret style
entertainment, a new development in theatre productions on campus.
Director Anbe Welsch described the play: ''The star
is Pepe Hernandez, a third-rate comic with a nightclub
in Honduras. He convinces the press that he's bringing
internationally known cabaret acts into his club. His uncle, a Coca-Cola bottler, finances the show, which is
why it's called The Big Coca-Cola. Actually, the acts
are members of Hernandez's family, doing imitations
of famous acts.''
"There's a dance sequence like the one in the film
'Airplane,' a wild tango, an Elvis impersonator, ·a_nd
imitations of John Belushi, Richard Nixon, Jimmy
Cagney and so forth." In all, there are 23 different acts
in the show: "It's kind of a 'Saturday Night Live' in
Spanish,'' says Welsch.
.
Don't worry about the language barrier-the play is
performed in English and pidgin Spanish to hilarious
effect.

Last Tango?
Jeff Dannels and Ellen Walter apply some higher
mathematics to the equa.tion "it takes two to tango."
According to Dannels it also takes one yard of deedlyball fringe for the hat, a wood rose for the teeth and a
f'mn grip on reality. "Leggo my reality, buster," says
his tango-ette.
Photo ·by Tom Netsel

'Cat People'- high-tech horror, low-:-grade logic
protracted as· "Werewolf." It, too, is stunningly well-done.
Under.Paul Schrader' s excellent direction, this remake of the Val Lewton
thriller is a superb visual treat, blending intelligent camera work with the
For people with a taste for gore and technical wizardry, "Cat People" is a best sound and vision. tricks available.
must. As in other recent mystic-horror films about skin-changers, it suffers · The soundtrack and score are effectively used-Bowie's lyrics and producslightly from lapses in logic.
··
tion of the theme song, _a nd the audial jokes (at one point, the screech of a
The plot holds together better than "An American Werewolf in London" bus's air brakes has the audience jumping out of its seats) combine to create
or "Wolfen~" but the story moves raggedly. Its structure is so weak that a mood of tension.
.
the viewer thinks the film · has ended before it is over; at times it is so · Cat people have the power to change into leopards. Making love to a
gruesome that one wishes it were over. human triggers the change (''Free me,'' says Natassia Kinski, stripping to
If "American Werewolf" di~turbed you, think twice about "Cat People." howls and moans of glee-from the audience), and killing a human restores
It has the most effective mauling scene ever filmed-in which a man loses an them to human shap_e.
arm to a black leopard and bleeds to death-plu.s it has a gripping autopsy,
Kinski, as Irena Gallier, has come to New Orleans to live with the brother
more killings and dismembered corpses. Even the seen-it-all-before audience she hasn't seen since her parents committed suicide. Brother .Paul (Malcolm
at the premier was gasping.
·
.
McDowell) is strangely affectionate when he's not being simply str~.
Natu~y, there is a transformation sequence, but it isn't as painful or as
Cat, page 10
by Lee Elliot

Entertainment editor

Hot, sweaty bodies
by Larry Thompson
Futwe.staff

Those guys at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts ·and Sciences have
really gone and done it. They decided to give the best picture award to a
,
movie about two guys involved in the Olympics.
Now we have a new wrinkle; a film about two bisexual women who are
competing on the same squad to earn a spot ~n the U.S. Olympic team. It
looks as if the trend of the year may become kinky sex and dumb sports (or
is that kinky sports and dumb sex?)
.
.
.
"Personal Best," written, directed, and produced by Robert Towne, is a
desperate attempt to· taste~y portra~ the intimate relationship of pentathlon competitor Tory Skinner (Patrice Donelly) and her hurdler-lover
Chris Cahill (Mariel Hemingway). After Cal Poly women's track coach
Terry Tingloff (Scott Glenn) allows Chri.s to join the team, the two women
move in together and eventually end up competing against each other for a
spot on the 1980 Olympic
For track-and-field enthusiasts, the often gnppmg camera shot of stramBest, page 10

tt:am·

. .

.

Page 10

s OVER
DEALER COST *

Cat--------..;;..:.----------- from

page 9

Rather tnan take Irena in her sleep, he goes out catting around and ends 1
up in a zoo. Irena is drawn to the· caged leopard and the zoo's curator (John
Heard, whose performance is a letdown after "Cutter's Way") and takes a ·
job there.
When the leopard escapes~ Paul suddenly shows up at home. "I ·was in
jail, praying for the souls of the condemned," he says, straight-faced.
The Alan Ormsby screenplay touches all the cliche bases about beauty
and the beast and awakening sexuality. It makes for a ridiculous plot-, but
the execution of it transcends the material.

Best-----------------~-~trom page 9

FOR .ANY BRAN.D NEW DATSUN
210 .QR TRUCK IN STOCK
NO REBATES NO·GIMMICKS

*

*

OVER 200 ·IN STOCK
2 DRS.
4DRS.
WAGONS
4 SPDS.-5 SPDS.
AUTO.

SHORT BEDS
LONG BEDS
KING CABS
GAS- DIESEL
4 x 4's

ing leg muscles, weightroom workouts, and training exercises will cause a
bead or two of sweat to break out on a furrowed brow.
But for B-movie lovers the great close-ups of women's crotche~, naked
breasts in the steamroom, booze ·a nd pot parties in the athlete's dorms, and·
boring slow-motion footage with half-speed sound, make ''Personal Best''
the yawning succe.s s of the year.
With the exception of actor Scott Glenn's believable performance as the
brow-beating, masochistic coach, the other moving models turn·in shallow
impersonations of what could have been powerfully emotional roles.
Mariel Hemingway is, however, delicious-looking in her skimpy gym
shorts and Patrice Donelly is one of the most handsome sh9t-putters since
Randy Matson. ,
The all-too-predictable script has only two, maybe three, strong scenes if
you count the one where Chris begins to develop a relationship with a guy
from the water polo team. Whei;i he has to visit the toilet for a bladder
break, she insists on coming to watch, even to the point of lending a helping
hand.
At the big meet - the Olympic trials - a grim sportscaster ruefully
observes that although the United States has selected an Olympic team, the
Moscow boycott is on. And the team, just like the point of this flawed
. movie, is "all made up and no place to go."

HAIR HORIZONS

• Plus dealer prep, destination charges,,sales tax

NORMAN BROTHERS
. DATSUN
656-6000

"The na~ural t()ay to beau.1;/ul hair and na;/s" .

FULL SERVICE SALON
- Body Wave Special .
124.99 complete
Men & Women
Compl;mentory w;ne

1001 WEST HIGHWAY 50, WINTER GARDEN, FLA.

Caueltoa C«nen
1039 N. Semoran Bhd.
Winter. Park, Pl.

678-1013

Mm.-Fri. 9:00-7 :00
Sat. 9:00-6:00
Walk-ins Welcome

GRADUA.TION DAY
ALMOS.T .HERE?
Are.you apout to einbark on yo.ur
career as a Respiratory Therapist
or a Med.i cal Technologist?
If the answer to both questions is YES, you need to call us. · We
are the Southeast's largest teaching hospital and can offer you
the kind of eXperience that some of your peers will only be able
to read about. Our medical center is recognized internationally
for its professional excellence and expertise. That is why we
are looking for respiratory therapis.ts and medical technologists ·
who are motivated enough to join the best to be the best.
In addition to working in a great place you 111 be living in O'!Je
of the most vibrant and dynamic communities in the country.
Surveys "ba~e shown Miami to be one ·a f the ·most desirable ·
.cities to live in. · If you've ever sunned on our beaches,. sailed
our bay,· or sampled our i.nternational cuisine you 'II know why
we are a place you can re~lly learn to c'!ll home.
For further information please call (305) 325-6581

Medical Technologist
ask.for: Jay Flynn

Respiratory Therapist
ask for: Gloria Washington

JACKSON MEMQRIAL MEDICAL CENTER
Employment Office
Park Plaza L-301
1611 N.W. 12th Ave.

See us at the 1982 Sp.~ing Au~~ Show• .

Weekdays 11 :30 - 10:00
Weekends 11 :30. 11 :00

Sunday •:OO · 10:00

For Reservations
~"~~..a....11 Phone 671·2120

118 So. Semoran Blvd. (Rt. 436)~~~
(1h mlle south of Aloma)

GIVE US
YOUR OLD GLASSES
SO WE CAN
GIVE NEW GLASSES
~o SOMEONE
WHO NEEDS
.
THEM. . \~~)~

1

Look For
Poster~~n~~~~~tlcals

11

March 19th - Aprll 22nd

'

.. WESLEY FOUNDATION "'

.:C.Y

~o·

"®.

~

(Wean ilso 115'pr.0"" """'""'~CJ

~
A ~«TIO('lll-"1~Y(•...nck-db\ ~I ,..

'l1Mi

.
Anturlforl'\ mlKU

~nlhll ..

. ~,

,,,j\, ..."l,lili,p.

IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK.
ABOUT ARMY ROTC?

. Mew RenauH ~o and Fu.ego Turbo.
Both with a heritage born of Grand Prix.
FUEGO.

FUE(iO TURBO.

0 Lines more slippery than the Porsche
928. D. Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection.
0 1.6 litre engine. 0 Five-~eed transmission. 0 Front-wheel drive. D. Rack and
pinion steering. 0 Independent front suspension. 0 Michelin steel-belted radials.
0 Body-co.f1to1.:1red seating. 0 Power steering. 0 Full instrumentation. 0 Tinted
glass. 0 Rear window defogger. 0 AM/FM
stereo radio. 0 American Motors'
exclusive Buyer
EST
EP"
Protection Plan®•
HWY
~i1t

From Renault, the people who turbocharged Grand Prix racing. And won.
The slippery, simmering Fuego Turbo
gives you all the equipment listed on
the left~:
0 Turbocharged 1.6 litre engine.
0 Michelin TRX low profile radials.
0 Cast aluminum wheels.
0 Rear window wiper ..
EST
EPA
0 Air conditioning.
HWY
~1t

36

I241

$8495* "
"List price. Destination charges,
state and local taxes, options extra.
Fuego Turbo price Includes optional
Turbo package.

It's the .perfect ti1n~.
.
You're a freshman, right? And you want to make college a real learning experience?
Well, ROTC can add a valuable dimension to your coll~ge education. A
dimension of leadership and management training. At;ld that will make' your degree

worth more.
ROTC offers scholarship and finan'cial opportunities, too. Plus the opportunity
to graduate with a commission and begin your future as an officer.
For more information, contact:

Major James D. Hornaday
Dept. of Miiitary Science
UCF (305) 275-2430

Y ROTC. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

39

IZ&I

$10,704*
ORENAULT
American Motors,..

tUse figures for comparison. Your
mileage may vary with speed,
weather. trip length. Highway figures
·lower.
·

Royal AMC-Jeep-Renault
Central Florida's Discount King_
Largest Inventory in Florida
555 East Semoran Blvd
Fern Park, Floriqa 32730 .

831...2828

Page 12
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New tuition fees have been established for this summer semest.er. changes are indicated
in the following chart .
.,r.,r,._.,..!!!lo..

ARMY -NAVY .STORE

FEES PER CREDIT HOUR PER SEMESTER
ASSESSMENT DEPENDENT UPON COURSE LEVEL•

210 W. MICHIGAN

Summer .S emester 1982

ORLANDO,FLA.32806
(305) 843~20

Registration Fees
Matriculation Fee
Building Fee
Student Financial Fee
General Student Aid Fee
· Capital Improvement Fee
Activity & -Service Fee
Women's Int.ercollegiat.e Ath."

Camouflage Shirts • Camouflage·Pants
Camping Equipment • Compa11es • Clothlng
MacheHes • Combat. B.o ots • Blue Jeans
Tarpe • Knapsacks

·T otal Fee Per Hour

COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND
~

~

****!***********~··~************** " ***•

STUDENTS . . . Are you paying rent? ·
Why not have your parents invest at:

Graduate

Thesis &
Dissertation

3.74
.30

8.14
. 1.82
.44
.62
1.94
3.74
.30

29.14
1.82
.44
.62
1.94
3.74
.30

32.14
1.82
.44
;62
1.94
3.74
.30

14.00

17.00

38.00

41.00

41.00

63.00

72.00

72.00

3.76

3.76

3.76

3.76

12.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

Lower Level

Nonresident Fee
In addition to above fees,
add the following tuition ·
fees for non· Florida residents
lntem Participation Ctf. Holder
Per credit hour per semest.er

5.14
1.82
.44
.62

UM

Upper

S~udent

UNIVERSITY PLACE
Duplexes

•

. $38,900

Duplexes

2 bedroom, 2 bath
•Excellent Location near
UCF/Westinghouse
•Pre-completion Prices

•Super Tu Shelter &
Appreciatio~ Potential
•Affordable Financing

ALAFAYA TRAIL - 1 MILE SOUTH OF UCF
282-5020
•
645-5121

Health F.ee (Nonrefundable)
Assessed to all students except
those enrolled exclusively in
Continuing Education Courses
only. This fee must also be
waived for employees under the
. fringe benefit plan, for Int.em
Participation Certificate holders
and for senior citizens.

Refunds
100% of the tuition and registration fee if writt.en notice of withdrawal from the University
or drop from a course is approved prior to the end of Add/Drop period. Thereafter, but no

' lat.er than the end of the first quarter of classes (rounded out to the end of the week in which .
the first quarter occurs), a refund of 25% of the total registration and nonresident fees paid,
less building and capital improvement fees, shall be made if writt.en notice of complet.e
withdrawal from the University is approved. Up to 100% of tuition and registration fees at
any time due t;o circumstances det.ermined by the University to be exceptional, inclµding but
not linited to sickness, death, involuntary call to military service or administrative errors
created by the University.

Homecoming
committee
·meets Apri I _
9
By Beth Mills
Future Staff

Formula auto racing. It's a sport that has been watched by millions
around the world. Yet, only a selea few have experienced the sensation of powering a formula car through the twisting turns of
race track. But now, \fcllvoline and Malibu Grand Prix bring the
excitement of real formula racing to your college campus.

a

Contact the Intramural office for more information.

The 1982-83 Homecoming committee will meet for the first time
April 9 at 11 a.m. in the Student
Center.
·
The structure of the committee
has been altered, according to Pro- .
gramming and Activities Council
Chairman Dave Bartholomew, to
achieve a broader~based member·
ship and to provide additional com·
munication · and coordination of
University-wide activities.
The new structure will provide for
two at-large members. Applications ·
for these positions are now being ac·
cepted in the Student Center programming ·office, Room 215.
In addition to the new at-large
seats, one position ' will also be
available by appointment for: Inter·
Fraternity Council, Student Govern·
ment, Panhellenic Council, Interhall
Council and the Alumni Council.
The rest of the committee will con·
sist of three repre$entatives from
PAC and four from Student
Organizations.
Application deadline for available
committee seats is April 7. .
Dates of Homecoming 1982 will
be announced at the meeting. Also,
the purpose and function of the com·
mittee will · be explained, and
nominations made for committee
chairman, vice chairman and
secretary.
There are as many good
reasons to give to your
United Way as there are
· good people who do.

. . . . -.. . . . . -- . . . . . . .

-

Thanks to you
it works'
f'"orall of'"us:

!I

A l'u~hC

I The

0
Y.i!I

'1

. United way

s.r .. 1ct or 1 11 , N9WSDIPf1'

A0..,.11t1 11•u;i Cou l'l~ 1t
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Sports week

Long hours of practice pay off
Sc U111•ng/_for
UCF Crew Club members
-

.

Up at the crack of dawn...loosen·
ing up by 6:30 a.m....on the water
before seven.· So goes tlie · daily
schedule of the UCF Crew Club.
These "insane masochists", as
· crew coach. Dennis Kamrad fondly
calls his team members, are up at
five o'clock every morning readying
themselves for a rigorous workout
on Lake Whippoorwill.
This dedicated practice seems to
.
· · have paid off for the UCF squad. In
. ~ : ""'~ a recent regatta, the Florida World
· ~:::~- Aquatic Games, the Knight team
' - finished second in overall points.
The team's 40 members (20 men
and 20 women) compete in a club
sport for a school that offers nothing
·-in the way of scholarship monies.·
''They just like the intensity of
competition," say' Kamrad. ·
· That and.a chance to compete in
places like Bosto~ England and
·_
,... Canada. In August, the UCF Crew
•
.
·
MUie ~ Club will be rowing on Lake St.
Members of the UCF ·e rew Club women's team get in a hard workout during one of. their early·mormng
Catherines in Ontario, Canada-a
practice sessions ~n Lake Whippoorwill. The club will travel to Canada for a regatta 1n early August.
·trip that makes·all the practice seem
·
worthwhile.

Southern nips Knights in pitchers duel
by Vince Cotroneo
FuhH atatr'

It was a classic battle between two nationally ~~ed teams. Florida Southern at
the top of 'the nation and UCF restdig at
number six. It was a battle for the top spot
in the Sunshine State Conference, but when
it was all over, the Mocassins' tough pitching and airtight defense prevailed.
the UCF Knights dropped a 1-0 Sunshine
State Conference thriller to the Mocassins
Wednesday with John Flynn taking the
complete game loss for UCF which drops
their record to 13·10,.3, ~-2 in the SSC. Tom
Foy gets the start tonight on the mo1:1nd for
the Knights in game two 1 of the series in
Lakeland and Bill Hones is the tentative
starter . tomorrow night at Tinker Field to
close out the series.
Florida Southern, 27-4 and 3-0 in the conference entering the game, were ranked first
in the country in Division II and t}:ley showed why Wednesday. Bob Gendron tossed a
one-hitter at UCF for his seventh win
without a defeat in 1982. Mark Deglomine's
single in the second inning was all UCF
could muster with the wind blowing in.
"We had our chances to win the
ballgame," said head coach Bill Moon after
the game. ''We have to play good baseball to
Baseball, page 14

UCF right fielder Sam Nattila digs in at the plate in mi effort to raise his already lofty batting
average. Hitting at a .391 clip prior to Wednesday's game, he faiiled to get a hit in the l-0 loss
to Florida Southern.

Page.14
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Student trainer lands job with St. Louis Cardinals
)

by Vince Cotroneo
FullH llaft

Bruce "Pie" Miller

The prosi>ect of making it to the
major leagues some day is not a
dream reserved solely for athletes.
The chances of that becoming reality is so slight that for most, it is on·
ly a dream. As for a UCF student
trainer, the wheels are turning for
him as he takes a stab at earning a
spot on the big league roster.
Bruce "Pie" Miller, a UCF stu·
dent trainer for the past two years,
moved on .Thursday, taking a job
with the St. Louis C.ardinals
organization. His duties will be with
the St. Petersburg Cards in the
Class A Florida State League

beat Florida Southern. They played
like they are national champions.''

(Fairway Shopping Center)

~
~-

FRI. &SAT. U:OOAM-l:OOAM
SUNDAY l:OOPM·lliOOPM

I:BEER & WINE
~_AVAILABLE ·

-

Cui M1i\

Pl11er11 ..... Rll&en11te

It was the first compiete game of
the year for Flynn but he felt lucky
to last the duration. "My curve ball
didn't work all day," said the
sophomore lefthander, whose record
- dropped to 2-2. "I was glad the wind
was blowing in without my curve.
That.' s my bread and butter pitch."
The Mocassins touched Flynn for
only five hits during the game but
put together one strong inning. In
the third three singles brought
across the lone run. After that,

.

ALL THE SPAGHETI1
&SALADBAR
YOU CAN EAT
$2.99
5 p.m. till 9 p.m.

Sun. _,_ Wed.

would like to congratulate ·
our newly initiated b~others
Mike Armbruster ·

_.,,

•

. Mark Kennedy

Daryl Ch.a lk

Doug Kent

Eddie Dickenson

·Mike Kerstein

Mike Gerrity

Michael Mahoney

Mike Gibbons

Tom Martin

Kurt Graham

Rob Molnar

· Dennis Grymes

Tony Phillips

Ron Hale

Scott Schrader

Lance Hall

Randy Seaver

Jay Hicks

Rod Tekowitz

· Eric. Hobbs

Larry Tonjes

.·

flynn held the defending champs to
just one hit'.
.
·
"It just goes to show you· what
John Flynn can do when he puts his
mind to it," said Moon of Flynn's
performance. ''We are looking for
another good outing from Tom Foy
tonight as well." Foy's last start
~as a 5-2 loss to Eckerd one .week
ago.
Following the Southern · series,
UCF travels to FIT on Wednesday
for another ssc· encounter. The
Knights close out the three game set
Friday at UCF and Saturday again
in Melbourne.

WE DOA
BERERJOB.
ANDWE'VE
GOTOVERA
MILLION,.
CUSTOMERS·
TO PROVE IT.

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
I

transferred to UCF."
Miller has worked in sports
medicine for two years while earning
a degree in Physical Education. He
has been on the sidelines, courtside,
or in the dugouts for many UCF
athletic events, but it's baseball he
has become most comfortable with.
''The guys on the baseball team
are so easy . going and easy to get
along with," said Miller. "I've
become good friends with a lot of the
team. The hardest thing for me to do
is leave a group of people that I have
gotten close to."
"I always stay in touch with these
j>eople. The people I was associated
with when I got the job like the
ieammates and my girlfriend I will
always remember. , They were there
when I didn't have the job and I
hope they will be there as I move on
to something else.''

Baseba II - - - - - - f r o m page 1s

~t~ Ristoraqtc
Hwy. 50Just West Of Alafaya Tr.

Pizzeria

IMO~~;!~!~OOPM

through September. There is also
the possibility of working winter
ball.
"I sent out some letters a few
months ago to s~veral baseball clubs
·that I wanted to work for,'' said the
likeable Miller. "When we got back
from the v aldosta trip, there was a
message from the Cardinals. I called
them and took the job."
·
Miller came to UCF from Roanoke
College in Virginia. In fact, while at·
tending Roanoke,. he got his first
taste of professional baseball, work·
ing as the trainer for the Salem
Pirates, a member of the Carolina
League.
· "I always wanted to go to school
in Florida," said Miller. "While I
was a sophomore at Roanoke, they
sent me to a sports medicine clinic
directed by Ron Ribaric (UCF's
head trainer). After the clinic, I

\

Drew Hope

1 KAPPA

ALPHA~

...

A Great
Southern
Tradition

All Barnett Banks are
members of FDIC .
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* Make·a Good Attorney General your next SG President *
PETE . . .

1·

ORLOCK

~-

FoR PRESIDENT
*

"EXperience is not gained by the positions held,
but Attained Through the Results Produced."

EXPERIENCES:
SG Attorney General
SG Program Director
Senator (College of Arts • Sciences)
11th • 12th Student Senate .
· Parllamentarlan 13th Senate
Activity • Service Fee Member ·
Chairman (Election • Appointments)
Organization • Appropriations Finance
Committee
-·
Master Planning Committee
Serv.e d on Ten Different SG • University Comml.ttees _

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

GOALS:

Expand Legal• Dental Sel'Vlces
Totally Voluntary Meal Plan
Book Exchange Service
Improved Typing Services
Increase Academic Programs
Increased Recreational Facllltles
Greek Expansion • Development
24 Hour Study Area
.
Equal Graduate Student Representation
Bus Service to Athletic Events
Improved Communication to All Students

*

*

*

NOW IS THE TIME

Assisted in:

Voluntary Meal

Pl~'1

*

*
*VOTE

•••

FOR

DAVE

ISER

RESIDEN-T.
GOALS

EXPERIENCES
Senator: ·colleg~ of
APRIL 6th • 7th
Arts le Sciences
V' Chairman: Organlzatlons, ___________ ~------Approprlatlons 1 and
1one candidate wants to work
· 1only wHh projects and pro-1
Finance Comm I~•·
!grams. The other wants to work I
V' Me_
m ber: Activity and
lonly wtth the Senate.
I
Service Fee Committee l ·I Wiii do both! 1
,, Brother: Lambda Chi
.I
Elect
I
Alpha Fraternity
I Dave·Kiser .. /

* :* .* *

l

L ____J---~----- -----

*

t

Let My Experience
Continue Our Results

VOTE

V'

Lake Clalre Lighting
Merchant Discount Cards _
Typing Services
Picnic Pavllllon
Exercise Tran .
Academic PrQgrammlng

""' Campus Safety
""' 24-hour Study Area
""' Greek Expansion
• Development
""' Expansion of Student
Services
""'Totally Voluntary .Meal Pia"
""' Increased Sel'Vlc.. for
area campUSH
. ""' stronger Commftlment to
campus programming
""' Better Academic
Advisement ancl
support •rvlces

... FOR RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP

*
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,•__________~~~==============:::::::::=-~====~~:::====~
•!
DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE
:
•
•
•

i

.
•.

OPEN ·
24 HOURS.

:

:
:

QMiStel"'
....
r""""""
~Co

--~
MAITLAND

·+ ·

Neil

~rzo

Jack McCabe

1510 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland, FL. 32751
(305) 647-9549

i
:

:::
:

· ···~···········~··~··~···········~'·•···········
TIRED OR BEI~G SNOWED
~SHOE SALl!SMEN POSING AS

AUDIO EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
DOSE OFFACT INSTEAD OF FICTION.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS• KITS• CABINETS
• X-OVERS• DRIVERS
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS ON _A;LL BRANDS
WHILEYOUWATCH

Some of the paraphernalia sold at Seeds & Stems.

Head sho_p owner's bus_
iness
controversiql btJt surviving
by Larry Thompson

Last year, local law enforcement
officers raided Seeds & Stems and
confiscated merchandise that Whit·
In a May 1979 interview, Carolyn ford estimated had a retail value of
Whitford made a prediction about . $10,000. According to Whitford, the
the future of her newly-opened head officers made no claim to officially
shop, Seeds & . Stems.
.
close the shop but she was forced to
"I give it maybe three years or close for nearly three months until
so," she said. Now three years later, she could replenish her inventory.
she still welcomes customers to the
little shop located at 11631 E. Colonial Drive, a short distance from . That incident occurred last year
UCF.
when Florida's law banning the sale
of drug paraphenalia became effective.
Adorning one wall of the shop is
what Whitford calls her
"scrapbook." Included in the
various magazine· and newspaper
clippings are over a half dozen articles about the shop itself, as well
as numerous headlines and quotes
about the drug situation in Florida.
"Florida out to nip marijuana in
bud," "FBI chief sounds the charge
.in drug battle," and "Drug unit
targets small-time dealer," are but a
sampling of the bits of ''propagan·
da" that Whitford finds amusing.
An article in the March issue of
High Times described Florida as Ha
zoo of .social deterioration and
panicked police repression.''
.
On March 3, 1982, the United
States Supreme Court added a new
twist to the already entangled legal
battle surrounding paraphernalia.
The Village of Hoffman Estates, a
small community in Illinois, passed
a local ordinance that requires
businesses that sell so-called
paraphernalia to obtain special
licenses. Also, the business must
maintain an open record to all sales,
including the name, address, type
and amount _of purchase of the
buyer, who must also be over 18
years old.
The court upheld the constitutionality of the ordinance, which it
said did not infringe on the First
Amendment rights of the business.
More importantly, the Court ruled
that the definition of paraphernalia,
as it appeared in the ordinance, was
not vague. As defined in Illinois,
then, paraphernalia are any items
that are "designed or marketed for
use with illegal caniiabis or drugs.''
Futwe staff

e

50 FEET WEST OF THE :e .
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE

ruling

study the real taste of beer.

C i982 Pabst Brewirig Company-M1twaukee W)SCOns¥"1

The impact of the
is not yet
evident in Florida. Even if new
legislation·regulating paraphernalia
is in the fut~e for Florida, Whitford
isn't worried. To support herself and .
her children, the former newspaper
.employee-turned-businesswoman
has expanded the shop to include a
line of health foods and natural
vitamins. The shop also features an
assortment of literature including
magazines, comics, and various
political and medical periodicals.
The atmosphere of the shop is
similar to that of a country gen~ral
Seeds, page 18
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Pot us~ fading in high schools, not in colleges
by Larry Thompson
Ful16• atan

According to statistics from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse,
marijuana ·use among high sehool
students is leveling off. According
to several UCF marijuana dealers,
however, consumption among college students is relatively unchang-

showed that while "cigarette smok·
ing is down, use of other drugs such
as cocaine and barbiturates has remained.steady. .
. .
.
One UCF semor, maJonng ·m
sociology, has been smoking marljuana since the 8th grade. He said
that although smoking pot seems to
be more "in the closet" today, he
dosen't think that overall use has

People are starting to realize. it's not frats are only buying the best we8d
as bad as it was thought to be." He (because) the organizations are the
said that his clientele are older only ones that have the money to
students. (over 21) because "it's spend on good pot. The other
much easier for a younpr student to , students are into buying beer."
get dope from lµs organi.zation than
Dr. Charles Unkovic, . UCF progoing to an independent dealer."
fessor of sociology, said that the
"The guys that are with these
Use, page 18

·ice Cream Cakes

ed.
.
declined. "It's Just as easy to get
In a report titled "Student Drug but the quality has gone downUse in America 1975-1981," a team. unless you grow it yourself," he
of social psychologists from the said. ''I don't like to support the
University of Michigan found that black market so I grow my own."
daily use of marijuana among high
Another senior, a computer
school seniors has decreased over 30 ·science major who deals regularly,
percen~ since 1978. The report also · said: "More people are smoking pot.

P"(JFFER

SNUFFER
Once again you'll find our store
filled with a large ai:id colorful
selection of ice cream cakes and
novelties decorated with our own
exclusive designs for Easter.

for easy cleaner smokirig
DROP cigarette in., OUT in seconds.
NO ashtray smudges or smoldering.
WANT that half-finished cigarette later
RELIGHT with same fresh taste.

We'll custom inscribe any Carvel
Ice Cream Cake with your personal
sentiments.

ROBERT & ROBIN
BUNNY CAKES
Serves 10 to 12

WHILE YOO WAITI

Just to prove we're good eggs too ...
The Carvel Store/ s listed in this ad will give you
$ l .00 off their regular retail price of any ·

Finished ·i n :Pryte Ni'ckel
Send S 1.00 for each

BUNNY CAKE
when you· present coupon at time of purchase.

To: PUFFER SNUFFER
PO BOX637
GOLDENROD, FL 32753

O~er expires April 11. 1982

Can not be combined with anY. other coupon or re~uced price offer.

-c'O7438
IUlei.University
JJ~ C'M.Dlm Stow
Blvd.

Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery.

Certified Kosher

University Square ·
Shopping Center

$ .

DOUBLt: YOUR PLMSURE
0

NEW

DRINKERS

Natur•I Vltl111ln & ·
H•lth Foo«I Seetlon

JOIN THE CLUB

. • H111thy M1nehl11

• Whole Wheat Spaghlltl
• Nutrition Boob .
• .Dr19 M111 lnlor111lllon
e T11 Shirts

With the Drinkers Club Card you pay 1h price for every
drink. This unbelievable discount card is good Monday
through Thui'sday, day or night at all 10 bars listed
below. The Drinkers.Club Card for students is only
.
$10.00 a year, ·and you use it over and over and agam.

Baileys

Brazil's

Orange Qua~er

11691 E. Colonl1I Dr.
275-0950

"Say It •

Ho111 . .
1t 1111 to 7 p111

Mon. - Sit.
Cloud Sun~ay
P1r1ph1rn1ll111

Dubsdread
Mr.Bumble

Sullivan's Trailway

Santini's

Molly Magee's
The Entertainer
Windjammer

regular price $21.00

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE $10.00
Pick up application at centralized services

'
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If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10, 000 career,oriented job, do you know
what's stopping you from getting the American Express~ Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
·
First of all, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that's important.
Of course~ the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things
like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and welcomed
worldwide, so are you.
So call for a Special Student Application
or look for one at your college bookstore or on·
campus bulletin boards.
'
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it!"

· -·

Sign of the times.

- seeds~ from page is
conservative attitudes of high
school students is due to "a blitzkrieg of information'' surrounding
the ·effects and dangers of smoking.
Also, the student$ seem to be nonconformists. "Kids don't want to do
dtore. Describing the type of
customers that visit, Whitford said,
"It hits all ranges," and includes
truckers,_ university intellectuals,
blue collar workers, and young mar·
rie.d couples.
"I . aon't like -letting kids in
because they're rip-offs," she said.
. Sne al8Q does not sell certain imitation stimul8Dts because, she said: "I
don!t ~want to be part of a hoax. I
just try to be moral.''
She Said that not many "straight
pe(>plen come in and noted that
"most people that come into head
shops have thought .about what they
put into their bodies."
Still, the paraphernalia issue remains heated and the fate of
businesses like Seeds & Stems
awaits the judicial interpretation of
the Illinois ruling. Whether that in·
terpretaiton will be reached through
rational or emotional reasoning is
unknown. But as Carolyn Whitford
said, regarding the whole political
mood of the '80s, in which the Vice
President of the United States has
become involved in overseeing
Florida drug busts, "There's
something weird about the ·whole

Call today for an application:
800-528-8000.

thing."

JUse
//
,//

,..- .·

-··

..

.

frompaget7

.on1yone O'f these pens is thin
enough to draw the line below..

what their o]d man did,'' he said.
But according to Unkovic, "Pot
smoking in college is· still h~vy.".
He attributes this to the fact that
college is a more experimental environment, outside of parent.al con·
trol.
.
· ·
On~ former dealer, now a senior
journalism major, said that drugs in
general are ~ ~tatus symbol "Pot is
the beer of drugs," he said. "People
want to seem classy. Why buy pot
when you can buy cocaine." He said
that although pot has become too
expensive f~ many students when
there is good pot available it still

It's the extra-tine rolling ball of Pilot's.remarkable new Precise Ball Liner
Pen. (If you haven't guessed which one it is. look at the top photo again.
· ·It's the trim beauty on the bottom le~)
.
But unlike the others. the real beal!ty of Pilot's Precise Ball Liner is
the extr~-fi~e line it puts on p~per. It ~!ides sm9othly across the page
because its tiny tungsten carbide ball is held securely within a needle-like
stainless steel collar. A collar that makes the Precise Ball Liner the most
durable. trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy.
It's letter-writer'sjoy. An artist's dream.
Ascribbler's delight.
One more fine point: the Pilot
Precise Ball liner doesn't
have a big, fat price.
lt'sjusta skinny

sells.

Unkovic said, "Many social scien·
tists say we are getting more conservative." He referred to ·a report
released by Clinical Training Director of Thee Door, Dick Jacobs,
which emphasi%ed this conser·
vatism. "It is no longer 'in'? to be
'out,' the report said. "As the current high school crowd moves into
the college years shortly, a decrease
~ pot will probably be seeDu• ''
I

•

su9.

[plLOT]

Q~CISC2
I ll

. The rolling baU pen that revolutionizes thin writilJ9~
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ROLLING STONE:
"PERSONAL BEST is the most penetrating,
heartfelt ~nd thrilling movie yet made about
the American woman's rite of passage.
Robert Towne may be the first popular artist
in any art form arid of any sex.to picture the
wild beauty of young women with the mythic .
.gusto usually·reserved~ for young men. The .
result - PERSONAL BEST~ is ()ne sweet
explosion. .- Michael Sragow,.ROLLING STONE .

'

THE NEW YORKER: · ~'PERSONAL BEST is a celebration ••• a great,
lush romantic tune. A very .smart and super- ·
· Subtle movie ---:- sensual and sexual and
.i nformative, ·t oo. PERSONAL BEST should be ·
.·· · on" of.t he best dating mol(ies of all time,
. . because it pares away all traces of self- ··

.

.

· COnSCIOUSneSS.. -

Pauline Kci8'; THE NEW YORKER ·

.

.

"PERSONAL BEST"Starring MARIEL HEM ING WAY · SCOTT GLENN · PA'TRICE DONNftL Y .
. . "
- KENNY MOORE MusicbyJACKNITZSCHEandJILLfRASER ·,·.
Execu~ve Producer DAVID GEFFEN
.
.
.
· . · wri11er.t, FtQC!ucedandDirectedbyROBERTTOWNE

.
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**
*
i
*i
*
*
-*
*#

*
**'

I
*:

TICO

PEREZ

*
:
PRESIDENT
*
. **
#*****************************************************#
J Dear Friends: .
*
* . The following concerns students who are interested. in the ·future of
*#
#*
*# Student Government at UCF. Our wholehearted support goes to the can·

#
*·

*
*
:*
:*
*
#*
*
*
:*
**
·:

*J

(

....,

-

*
-#
*
*
**
**
*
***
**
***
***
*
*
*

did.ate for president -

#

Tlco Perez.

*

Tico is the only Ca'(Jdidate who has worked in: Tallahassee for us. He has

*#
*

been States Advocat~, a registered lobbyist for UCF student government and
is current chairman of the State Council of Stude.n t Body Vice Presidents.

**
*#
**

.Ti.co is the only candidate that has represented us (the student represen·
tative) on the Athletic Director Search Committee, the Admissions and Stan·
dards Comt_nittee and the Minority Recruitment Committee.

*
#
#*
*

, Tico is working for 24 hour visitatiOn, a full voluntary meal plan, Greek
housing, improved academic advising and many other programs.
Tico has greatly helped in the professional image of stud~nt government.

*
**
:*
**
**
**

He is recognized, atfd he is respected. For the students to be effecti.vely

:

represented in an era of less and less student imput - we need him. We ask
for your support!!
Signed,
David Bartholmew
·President of PAC; 'Senate .Pro Tem~re
· Hei.di Lancaster
·
President Pi Beta Phi
Debbie Cononco .
VP of Marketi,ng Association
Jimmie Ferrell
·
Basketball Team; Athletics
Jerri Goldberg.
Jewish Student
former Panhellenic President .
Kim Sue VerOBki
Senator; Lake Dorm; Chairman Student Services
Al Ferguson
Captain National Debate Team; Senate Parliamentarian
Ray Gates
SG PubHc Relations Director
Vanessa Godfrey
President Association of Intemational Students
Teresa Skipper
·
President Pi Kappa Alpha/President Order of Omega
Careen Youdbufls
President Alpha Chi Omega
Mark Butner
Delta Sigma Pi (Business)
Wayne Jackman
President Sigma Chi
Kristin Bonoman
Crew Team
Nancy Maher
Crew Team
Andy Youngroes
Chairman SC cinema/Dfll'Dl F

U~on;

·

Beth Mills
Chairman SC Public Relations
Muk Wagner
Vice President IFC/Greek Housing Chairman
Jim Feurestein
Political Science Union
Amy Matter
Zeta Tau Alpha
Jenny Lacefield
'
Co-Chairman of SC Popular Entertainment
David Benjamin
ROTC
Susan ·Eberle
Delta Delta Delta, UCF Graduate School
Le Ann Langford
Rush CoUDSelor
Veronica Boceo
,
President Political Science Union/SC Cultural Events
Clarisa CHfton
•
Secretary/Treasurer Order of Omega
Pat Stanton
Zetd Tau Alpha
Darlene Shumate
immediate past president Alpha Chi Omega
John Nelson
Marching Band
Yvonne Gatti
Kappa Delta
Betsy Andy
Kappa Delta
Vicki Harkrider
Pi Beta Phi

*
*
*
*
**
**

**
**
*
**'
*
***
*
*·
#.

* .
!*****************************************************!
This ad was paid for by contributions by individuals on this acL

·

·

·
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BARTON
WEEKS
VICE PRESIDEN·T

Dear Friends:

1

. senate? _
Why can't the senate elect Its own pro tem·

The Vlce-Presldentlal race Is unique this

y~ar

because there are different phllosophles .at stake. Ex·
amlnlng these phllosophles leads t~ only one conclu··

I

pore to chair Its own body?·. Why Is there such a
massive separation of

powe~s?

The

answ~r Is cl~r-1:,

control ·of the student gov.ernmentl

slon - Barton Weeks for Vice President

.

. .

<

.

.

.

I''

.

~

Bart Is the only candldOte tha_
t .Won't chair the•,.:.

., .
1

I

i
I
I
.1

I

Clear and simple, the Vice President Is not a pro-

I
I

I

senate committee chairmen to direct tthe senate. · Thel

same student services. Greek housing, academic ad-

vice president shoi.ild be executive In nature. We need

vising, voluntary meal plan, 24 hour visitation and the

a competent leader to represent the ·students n.eeds. ,;,.

'

I

rest <;:1re the president's Job. But all three VP candidates

Why wast this. position, especially when the .senate Is ·

promise they will work to achieve those goals. Then ··

stronger and happier directing Itself.

what Is the difference?
The other candidates want administrative control
of the senate and executive Influence over the ·
Basically, Barton Weeks wants vice presldentlal
control of the senate to be withdrawn. The Vice Presl·
dent currently runs the senate, chairs the meetings and
potentially dictates his wlll to the leglslatlve branch.

leglslatlve branch. To effectively· reach both goals, _
"

professional representation of students and self t
directed leglslatlve action, Barton Week' will provide '
the most efficient student government - everl

Bart wants to let the Senate run Itself. Why elect a VP
who wlll be only a parllamentarlan and chair the
David Bartholmew
President of PAC; Senate Pro T~mpore
Heidi Lancaster
President Pi Beta Phi
Debbie Cononco
VP of Marketing AssOciation
Jimmie Ferl'J'll
Basketball Team;A~etics
Jerri Goldberg
· Jewish Student Union; former PanHellenic· President.
Kim Sue Veroski
Senator; Lake Dorm; Chairman Student Services _
Al Ferguson
Captain National Debate Team; Senate Parliamentarian
Ray Gates
SG Public Relations Director
Vanessa Godfrey
President Association of International Students
Teresa Skipper
President Delta Delta Delta
Careen Youdbulis
President Alpha Chi Omega

I

He wlll set up dn. executive commltt.e e of ·

jects office. All three VP candidates are working for.the

I

I
I

senate.

Mark Butner
Delta Sigma Pi (Business)
Wayne Jackman
President Sigma Chi
Kristin Boroman
Crew Team
Vicki Harkrider
Pl Beta Phi

·

· Signed,
Nancy Maher
- Crew Team
Andy Youngross
Chairman SC Cinema/Dorm F .
Beth Mills
Chairman SC Public Relatio1;1s
Mark Wagner
Vice President Order of Omega/Greek Housing Chairman
Jim Feurestein
Political Science Union
Amy Matter
Zeta Tau Alpha
Jenny Lacefield
Co-Chairman of SC Popular Entertainment
David Benjamin
ROTC
Susan Eberle
Delta Delta Delta; UCF graduate school
Le Ann Langford ·
Rush-Counselor
Clarisa Clifton ,
- ' SecretaryiTreasurer Order of Omega
Darlene Shumate
immediate past president Alpha Chi Omega
John Nelson
Marching Band
Yvonne Gatti
·
·
Betsy Kappa
Andy Delta

This ad was paid for by contributions of individuals on this ad .
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·Oeinion
Editorial

No endorsement in deadlock over ·c andidates
For the past seven out of 13 years of Student Government elections, the
Future has endorSed a candidate for the position of student body president
·,
and vice president.
.
.
In seven out of seven instances, the candidates elected havebeEnthose supported by the Future. This implies that seeing the name of a particular candidates published 11,000 times injluences the outcome of the election.
We at the Future feel that sin~ the end~rsement. carries such weight, it
should be one which all the members of the editorial board strongly support.
This year' that wasn't the case.. .
.
Individuals on the board felt strongly about two candidates in the vice
presidential race. · No one gave grQund on the question of which of the two
deserved the editorial endorsement. 'rhe deadlock was over candidates Dave
.
Kiser and Matt Weber~
Members of the board disagreed with VP candidate Barton Week's insistence on relinquishing the·ch&iring of senate meetings to the senate pro
tem. We object to a fellow senate member·acting as its disciplinarian, when
he might be influenced by factfons within the senate. Someone well-versed in
parliamentary ·procedure who has no ~ect involvement in senate voting
(such as the vice president) should chair the meeting.
Kiser, with three years of ·experience as a student senator, and Weber.
with a platform that places heavy emphasis on training senators in

Flags and tempers
were flying hi·gh ..... ·
Editor:
On Monday March 29, · the ·
Association of International
st~dents held a : flag raising

were

Association of International
Students

...............................
The Future welcomes letters from
its readers. Letters must bear the
writer's signature and phone
namber, and must not exceed 250 .
words.
The Future reserves the right to
edit letters for clarity and to fit
available space.

Parliamentary procedure and presiding at ~nate ~eetings address that
need.
· ·
.
· In ~he presidential race our favorites were Pete Morlock and Tico .Perez.
But unfortuanately, these same candidates are attacking th~ validity of
. each other's statements.
·
..
For instance, both candidates claim the other's accomplishments cited in
pamphlets and speeches are the result of committies rather than individual
action. Since the charge was brougHout just before Future pr~s~ deadline·s,
we were unable to resolve just how much credit each can honestly claim.
Both Perez and Morlock have impressive credentials in SO experience.
Perez is the ClJ!fent vice president with experience in state level lobbying
Morlock who is currently Student Government Program Director bas a
platform emphasizing improving current programs ~ch as Legal Aid and
·. -·
typing facilities ·
·Despite their strengths, however, the board determined ~t coUld not ·endorse anyone without clearing up accusations that one or the other is taking
·
· . ·
·
more credit than they deserved.
· However, student voters may have one more chance to cleal'. up the confu-

.

SlOn.

\

.

WUCF-FM (Stereo 90) will air a second forum in its studios at 2 p.m.
day. Future reporters will be on the panel of intetviewers. .

to-

Senator -explains
lobbying trip . ·
Editor:
The upcoming hearing scheduled
for my impeachment April 8 stems
fro~ ' a recommendation made by
Student Body President George P.
Chandler. He contends that I
''willfuiiy and knowingly'' violated
UDiversity and Student Government procedures which had been explained previously. He · says . the
Universi~y procedures include the
signature of the student represen·
tative (in this case John Pomber and
myself) and the accountable officer
The Future received many loooong letters of .endorsement. There
(which Chandler interprets to be
wasn't sufficient room to print anything but a representative sample.
himself) on Travel AuthoriZation ReWe hope it gives readers an idea of candidates' strengths and exquests before expending funds. The
perience.
.
~
only signatures on the TAR forms
are John Pomber's and mine. It is
Editor:
has shown himself .to be a true
also true that neither Chandler nor
I . have had the opportunity to mediator and has been instrumental
Dr. Levester Tubbs, Vice President
work for at least a year with six out in much of the final passage of
of Student Affairs, signed the
of the seven candidates. For this senate legislation this year. Dave
TAR's. The evidence seems quite
reason, I feel that I can honestly was the first Organizations, Apdamning; however, . I. did not
evaluate each candidate and what propriations and Finance Commit''willfully or knowingly'' violate the
they can do for the students in the tee chairman to perform an audit of procedure.
upcoming year.
all organizations as his duty dicI spoke with Dr. Richard Harden,
First, for President of the Student tated. His precise knowledge ·of Studirector of the UCF South Orlando
Body, I ·wholeheartedely endorse dent Government rules is necessary
Campus, on Tuesday, March · 2 by
Pete Morlock, because of his leader· for the vice president.
phone. I explained the proposed trip ·
ship skills, ability to negotiate, and
Sincerely to Tallahassee was to lobby · the
his experience and knowledge of
P.
Chandler,
III Florida Legislature for changes in
George
Student Government.
state law pertaining to the South
Pete's experience far outweighs
Student Body President Orlando Campus and other . area
the others because he has worked incampuses in Florida. These amend, tegrally with the judicial branch as • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ments were: 1) Activity and Service
attorney general, the senate as a Editor:
(student) fees . be determined only
senator and parliamentarian, and · This past year has been the worst after a public hearing to obtain stu- with the executive branch in two dif- I have ever seen. Never have I seen dent input is conducted by the
ferent administrations. As the chief an individual with the- ability to sti- respective main~ branch or center
legal officer, his knowledge of Stu- fie creativity, follow improper pro- 'campus S.G.A. (Student· Govemdent Government can not be ques- cedures, or alienate people on a day ment Association). 2) The words "or
tioned. For these reasons, I urge you to day basis as has occurred this center" be amended iri reference to
to support Pete Morlock · for presi- year. This unpopular type of branch campuses becau~e neither
dent.
authoritative leadership has virtual- Brevard, Daytona, South Orlando
For vice president, I strongly en- ly paralyzed Student Government are true branch campuses and could
dorse Dave Kiser. The vice president this year. Tm the PR director and I be excluded .at UCF from funding
must be able to lead the senate was responsible to try to smooth due to this technicality.~) That area
th~se problems out.
campuses be allowed to keep ASF
through initiative and fair play.
Dave is the only candidate who · There are only two serious can- funds they have not spent by the
will work with the legislative and ex- didates .for the office of Student end of the fisc81 year . .Currently,
• ~tive branches as a vice president Body President, Tico Perez and Pete unspent funds revert tO the main
should. Dave has shown he has true Morlock. With our current ·President campus SGA, 60 percent. to remain
ability tO run a meeting efficiently George Chandler supporting at the respective area campus SGA,
and unbiased through chairing the Morlock's campaign I can visualize requiring 40 percent to revert to the
Organizations,
Appropriations, and another year of infighting and main campus SGA as determined by
.
Finance Committee.
chaos. With Chandler working with a joint area campus/main campus
He has the best rapport of all the Morlock as a financial or executive committee. 4) I lobbied for students
candidates with the senate, which is advisor, Activity and Service Fee attending classes at branch or
24
vitally important for this job. Dave
.
_.
Endorsements, page
Rotter, page 25

*
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No Regard party to benefit MDA
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity's
party at Lake Claire tonight has
been called No Regard. Perhaps that
is a misnomer. The party is full of
regard; regard for the Central
Florida Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
The profits from the 100-keg party
will go to MD. This is the second

year SAE has held a party to benefit
the association. Last year the party
brought in $3,000.
In addition to the barrels of brew,
entertainment will be provided in
the $6 ticket. Two bands will play
throughout the evening whi_ch
begins at 8 p.m. Tickets bought in
advance ~e $4.

Career-in-Education Day April 16
School systems from 16 different
Florida counties will · be sending
representatives to UCF's Career-InEducation Day April 16.
Education majors and other
students who have taken necessary
teacher preparation courses for certification are invited to take part in
30-minute inte.rViews with the
representatives.
Although no actual hiring will
take place during the interviews,
recommendations are made to the

school systems, according to coordinator Gracla Miller.
All activity for Career-InEducation day will generate from
UCF' s Cooperative Education and
Placement Center. Students will
meet there at 8:80 a.m. and the first
appointment will begin at 9 a.m.
Students must sign up·with the
Placement Center, AD 124, to take
part in the interviews. Deadline is
April 9. For more information, con·
tact Miller at X.·2361.

Chandl~r

appoints SOC liaison

by Mike Griffin
Futi.r• atatf

Student body President George.
Chandler announced Tuesday that
he has appointed Mike Abernathy
as South Orlando Area Campus
liaison to the main campus.
Chandler said Abernathy will be
responsible for conveying South
Orlando students' communications
to the main campus' student govern·
ment.
The appointment was necessary
since Chandler suspended South
Orlando's SG charter and chairman
Rob Rotter last week. Chandler's ac·
tion came as a result of alleged
misuse of SG funds by Rotter.
1

Rotter and vice chairman John
Pomber went to TaJJahassee March
8 to lobby for legislation pertaining
to statewide university funding.
Chandler contends they needed his
written approval. (Future March 26)

Chandler recommended the senate
Rotter. A senate hearing to
·consider the evidence against Rotter ·
will be conducted Thursday. At that
time the senate will decide whether
or not to proceed with an impeachment trial.
im~ch

Chandler said Abernathy will tAHn·
porarily ·fill Rotter's position until
after the impeachment issue is
resolved.

Boat engine stolen,. no clues left
· A motorboat engine used by the
Engineering department was
discovered missing March 16.
According to environmental .
engineering instructor Harvey
~
Haryer, the $800 engine, located
behind the Engineering Building,
was taken from a boat used for
research projects by the En·
v.ironmental and Civil Engineering
' departments.

;
"'·
•

J

'

. Harper's brother, Wayne, . who
also works for the department, Said
it had taken him and a few other
students . more than a semester to
repair the boat engine.
The 60-horsepower Johnson
motorboat engine was reported
missing one week after the Harpers
made a test run on the boat.
L. Thomas Blanton of the UCF
police department said no clues have
been 'uncovered in the theft.

Amendment-----rro~page1
the University to relinquish his con· Tubbs said.
trol of the University,'' Tubbs add- , Colbourn was not available for

_..;_ AUtO SALVAGE BROKERS ....AIRPOIJ TOWINO
USED AUTO PARTS
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE
24 HOUR TOWING
MOVE AIMDONED VEHICLES
BUY JUNK CARS
EASTM.so · .
hllRHNC1 •275-1721

s; .

568-2156 1. .••-:. i ·

ed.Tubbs· discussed the amendment ;..oco~m!m~en~t:·..................----------~.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Wednesday with Chandler, and Barton Weeks, adviser to Student body
Vice President· Tico Perez. Perez
said that he could not support the
amendment in it's current form. "I
am opposed to not having administrative revi~w because of legal
. aspects."
. "If we (the senate) do something
illegal, we don't get sued, Trevor
-"
Colbourn does," Perez said. "If the
student body president is made ·
liable, I would supg)ort it."
However, Chandler contends the
administration would still have the
Secs can be-good.
Hight oflegal review under the provi·
And when it's Hiram Walker
sions of the amendment.
Triple Sec,it isn'tjust good.
Chandler has not yet set the date
It's fantastic! (Sorry, Mom.)
for the referendum vote on Constitutional Amendment 14-2. "Right now
Secs can be lqlpealing~
we are investigating the logistics of
Succulent Spanish and
the situation," he said.
Curaqao oranges
Chandler said the first possible opSecs can be respectable.
give Hiram Walker
tion would be·to include the referen·
Introduce your friends to
its See's appeal.
· dum on SG election ballots, should
Hiram
Walker Triple Sec
So try some.
either the vice presiqential or
. on the rocks. Watch
And discover
presidential races require a run-off.
how quickly they
love at first sip.
However, due to time constraints,
respect
you
for
Chandler said the referendum vote
your mind.
would probably require .a special
election.
Chandler said the referendum
would probably not be the final
..
chapter in the SO-Administration , fr;:7:::-::
·· :::::::::::::::::
power struggle.
· t
''The Board of Regents will rule o~
,.
this, not them (the administration),"
,
he said. "This is how it's done on
'~
other universities. We are not m·
~j
stituting unique policy."
~
Tubbs said the university is in· f ' .
vestigating Chandler's claims con· f j .
cerning procedures on other cam· l
puses. he also said ~he administra·
tion has yet to decide how it will
handle the amendment.
"But it is my opinion that the
president of this University will not
relinquish his control of the University. Thaes my
you'll have1 .__.._.,
......
For a free recipe booklet. write Hiram Walker Cordials. PO. Box 2235. Farmington Hills. Mich. 480J.8 c' 1982 'lrlple Sec LIQueur. 60 proof. Hiram Walker (J Bans. !no .. Ban Francleco. Calif.
to ask him for specific details,''

Things YQUr mother

· never.told you
about Secs•

I

.

.

t.

opinion,

HIBAlVI WALKER TRIPLE SEC
____________________________________________________________________

-,
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Bach-analia at Bob Carr
Professor Peter Schickele will perform the works of P.D.Q. Bach on Friday, April 2 ·a t the Bob Carr PerCormipg Arts Centre.
P.D.Q. was a composer unknown and unmissed until Schickele discovered
him in the late '50s. He was· the last of J .S. Bach's twenty sons, which may
explain why he had been overlooked. Further clouding the mystery are t~e
dates on P.D.Q.'s tomb- 1807 to 1742. Schickele says the dates were pro·
bably reversed as-a comment on P.D.Q.'s artistic development.
So popul...- are these works, that the UCF Band accompanied the Wind
Ensemble in the rousing ''Grand Serenade for an Awful Lot of Winds and
Percussion,,. at their April Fool's concert Thursday.
Sc~ckele's stint as a Bach-ante began when he was "led astray by P.D.Q.
Bach'' after graduation from J uilliard. Reviewers have likened the professor
to a "mixture of . the Marx Brothers, Abbott and Costello and "Spike
Jones'.', that .Mr. Malaprop of musicianship.
Schickele will be perfor-ming newly-discovered Bach works like "The
Civilian Barber" and "Variations on an Unusually Simple-minded Theme
Showtime is 8:30 p.m. Tickets ·are available at Bob Carr and Mall ticket
for Piano and Orchestra" at the Friday concert, assissted by Alfred Savia agencies. A Saturday show is scheduled for the Peabody Auditorium in
conducting the Florida Symphony Orchestra.
Daytona Beach. .

Companies hiring more
.Endorsements - - - - - f r o m p a g e . 2 2
wome.n, minority engineers,
organizations and students as a business and to give it some direcsuch assistance.
whole will lose.
tion as the need aris_e. With Matt's
· The National Action ·Council for
Tico Perez runs for president in a past experiences in the Senate, he
Minorities, an industry-supported year where experience is greatly should be able to handle this. · ·
Opportunities have never been organization committed to increase needed. We must end control that a
better for women and minorities in the flow of minority students into small clique has had on SG. It is not
Bob Larr
engineering, s·aid Dr. Robert .· engineering, is providing $2.5 only hurting Student Government,
Kersten dean of the College of million fu financial aid this year to but the Student Body as a whole.
Engineering.
3,000 blacks, Hispanics and
There are three good candidates
~ 'Everybody in ·town has affir· American Indians. UCF has 23 for vice president. Basically, Weber Editor:
mative action goals," he explained, NACME scholars who have been · and Kiser are promising the same With rising costs and lower aid, it.
"and such high-technology com- granted a total of $16,000.
old platform--a viee president w~o is imperative that students unite
Women in engineering are finding runs the senate and has a hand in and fight this assault on our educapani.es· as Martin Marietta,
·Westinghouse, IBM, General Elec- much suppo~ from the National the exec0tive branch. Barton Weeks tion. Joe Bowen (running for Stutric and Harris Co actively recruit Science Foundation, said Lucy is promising something very new··a dent Body President) is a person
our graduates."
·
Morse, a UCF graduate student in vice president who advises the who is willing t(> throw himself into
Nationally
and
locally, industrial engineering. The founda- senate to chart its own course. This the battle for our survival. He proenrollments of · women and' tion recently provided funding for means direct student representation poses that all students who attend
college in this ar~ join together as a
minorities. in engineering have in· the College of ~ngineering' s Women is not stifled in anyway.
creased dramatically in the past Reentry Program, of which Morse is
This year you have the opportuni· voting block united in the cause to
decade.
coordinator.
ty to elect two people who have elect officials who are sympathetic
·
The numbers of minorities enterThe progr1µ11 provides women, given you hard work and dedication to the needs of students.
ing engineering schools in the . who have scientific backgrounds even though progress at times · The r~ source of ·our problem is
U'nited States increased from 3,000 and -have been away from the seems impossible. Those two can- not inadequate . typing r~oms,
in 1973 'to 11,000 in 1~80-they now classroom for at least two years with didates ate Tico Perez and Barton limited dental or legal aid, and not
: comprise · 6 percent of the total the opportunity to earn a master's Weeks-president and vice presi- even faulty outdoor lighting. It is
about time a candidate stop promis·
number of engineering students.
degree in engineering. The program dent.
ing us sugar-coated delights and
Women enrolled in engineering will get under way May 10 with a
Ray Gates start really , representing our inreflected a tenfold increase in the six-week math review ~urse.
·
'70s. In 1979, 13.5 percent of all
"We've had 'a ·terrific response,"
Public Relations Director terests.
Student Government.
freshman engineering students were Morse said. ''Since January over .20
Brian K. Corpening
womeJl, compared to 1.5 percent in women have applied for admission ••• .• •••••••••••••••••• ·-· •••
1969.
to the program.''
UCF has noted a similar increase. ·
She said the college is very sup· Editor:
· The 1968 ·inaugural engineering portive of women in engin~~g.
As a former senator and president
class of 184 students included only She attributes the national increase pro tempore of the 13th Student
one black and three women. Today, in women engineers to the fact that Senate, I humbly sul:>mit my recom·
of the 2,175 engineering students at ''although engineering has long been mendations for the offices of Presi· Mary Wilson
UCF, 206 (9.5 . percent) are a male-dominated , field, women are dent and Vice President. ,
Editor in chief
Diane Taylor
For the office of President, I
minorities and 293 (13.5 percent) are finding that it is a field they can go
Managing editor
women.
into."
strongly recommend Vice President Steve -Longcrier
Kersten was especially pleased to
Women, in some cases, may even Tico ~erez. Since his freshman year Business llUUUller
Kathleen Foronda
note that UCF's 9.5 percent minori· have a jump ·on men, said Robert here at UCF, Tico has·been involved
-News editor
ty enrollment exceeds the national Doering, industrial engineering pro- with numerous projects and held
Andrea O'M.alley
average.
fe~~r.
.
. . many important positions that have Copy editor
He attributes the increase in
.There ~ave ~n mstances ~ made him a qulaified leader. He
Bryan McLawhom
Sports editor
minority enrollments to three fac- which women engipeers are paid worked on the Phase I planning of
Elliott
tors.
more and have a faster track to ad- Lake Claire with the then President Lee
Entertainment editor
First, engineering always has been vancement,'' he said.
Armando Payas. Tico was the stuBrian LaPeter
Photo editor
an open field and has been·
In express~g a similar view! the dent representative for the Faculty
·
characterized as the best career March 1981 issue of Professional. Senate before and during the Laura Hoffman
Advertising managttr
choice for .the "blue-collar, working Engineer stated, "In the (engineer- Forgiveness Policy drive. He has
Michele Davis
man'·s son.''
ing) recruiting process, women ~e also held the position of State Ad·saies manager
Second, the incentive is outstan- still somewhat favor~. Com~ames vacate, lobbying in Tallahassee for Lisa Moller ·
ding-engineering graduates in Cen: typically do not operate with a our school's concerns. Add to this Production manager
tral Florid& find a choice of jobs and 'quota' system, but they do feel the fine job that he has done as the
Address correspondence to the Futme,
Vice President and it becomes clear P.O. Bo:c 25()()(), Orlando 82816. Letters
average startii;lg salaries of over some pressure to hire women.''
$21,000.
In view of the national ~ngin~r that Tico possesses all of the and news announcements must be submitted by 5 p. m. Monday to be considered for
shortage, the future for engmeenng qualifications and know·how to be publication
in the ne:ct issue.
·
an effective President.
This pubUc document was promulgated
Kersten-said, "The only engineer- students is bright.
"In Central Florida alone we're
For the office of Vice President I at an annual cost of $79,000 or 5.3 cents
ing students who don't have jobs are
copy to inform the university comgoing
to
have
a
tremendous
shorrecommend
Matt Weber. During the per
the ones who don't want jobs."
munity. Annual advertising revenue of
of engineers.'' Doering said. 13th Student Senate Matt $50,560 dL!frays 63.9 percent of the annual
Third, there·has been a significant tage
11
We
need 2,000 ne~ engineers a demonstrated his leadership ability cost.
improvement and increase in
Opinions e:cpressed in the F uture are
year.
.
.
by being elected chairman of the
scholarships for minority engineer·
tlwse
of the editor or the writer and not .
UCF graduates 175 engmeenng Arts and Science delegation, Vice necessarily
ing students.
tlwse of the University Board
students
each
year,
and
all
of
the
Chairman
of
the
A&SF
Committee,
of Publications or administration.
This year 70.4 percent. of UCF's
The Future is funded through the Acminority engineering students are engineering programs in the state and voted as the Senator of the Year tivity
and Service Fee as allocated by the
turn
out
l,l?O
g;adua~s
by
his
peers.
The
job
of
the
Vice
combined
recei\ring some form of financial aid,
Student Government of the University of
yearly.
The
only
solution
is
to
unPresident
requires
that
he
lead
the
as compared to the 57 percent of the
Central Florida
Senate in the conducting of its
total student population receiving port engineers.

by Pat Boyce

.........................
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Rotter - -·from page 22·

Now appearing ...

·Tra!l~atlantique
Friday & Saturday .
April 2-3
SPECIAL
Monday
Busch Draft-$2. 75/pitcher
Tuesday
Stroh's-75- /bottle
Wednesday
.
Ladies' Night-2 for 1 .
On All Draft

Thursday
Pitcher Michelob-$3.00
Friday
Happy Hour-All Day
Saturday Night
Heineken-$1 .00/bottle
Sunday Night
Free draft or-Coke w/sandwich

SPRING AUTO SHOW
Wednesday, ·A pril 7
9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Student Center Green

Page 25

Featuring:
· Royal AMC/Jeep/Renault
Don Mealey Chevrolet
Norman Brothers Datsun
King Isuzu
Williams Bros. Mazda
Jimmy Bryan Toyota

center campuses to pay their health
fees on a voluntary basis. Harden.
supported our going to lobby but on·
ly informally since he was not per·
mitted to sign as our accountable of·
ficer. Chandler had both Dr.
Harden's name, as accountable of·
ficer and mine, as student represen·
tative, arrogantly removed from the signature sheet ·previously,
therefore there wasn't any need for
him to sign and he said he would
refuse to wiless it had some· mean·
ing. I agreed.
· Since
Chandler
openly
demonstrated his animosity
towards full funding for area cam·
puses earlier this year at a Florida
Student Association meeting where
I was invited to speak for area cam·
puses, I chose to contact Dr.
Levester Tubbs who, as vice president of Student Affairs, has
ultimate authority over the student
government as stated in the UCF
student handbook ''A Guide to
Knight Life.'' This policy manual
states that ". . . the ultimate
authority for university (and SG) affairs rests with .1 the (University)
President or his designee",i.e., Dr.
Tubbs. · (Editor's note: the words
·Within parentheses are Rotter's).
The intent of Tubb's quote in last
week's Future is clear: "If the per·
son in charge at the area campus
(SGA) had signed. approval of ~he
director, there is no need to go
through the office of the Student
Body President." Tubbs added that·
if Harden had signed it, he would
have signed the TAR. Apparently
Tubbs was unaware that Harden
was prohibited to sign · due to
Chandler's actions. The TAR form
requires only a traveler's signature
and supervisor's signature. Harden
didn't need to sign it as he was no
longer the supervisor. I ·spoke with
Tubbs, explaining the necessity of
lobbying for the various changes.
He said to check with Chandler and
Alan Fickett first. I said I would
have to bypass Chandler due to his
outlook on the issues but promised
to speak with Fickett before I lobbied. I asked if there were any problems with our going and Tubbs
·said no. I took that as approval and,
when he was unavailable Friday, I
left the TAR's with Carrie Johnston
who said he would sign them first
thing Monday morning. She meant,
of course, he would sign them as per
our convers~tion of Wednesday and
if properly prepared and signed.
Naturally, she hasn't the authority
to commit Tubbs to any action
without approval from hini.
However, he seemed in agreement,
therefore, Porµber and I left to lobby
assuming Tubbs would sign our
TAR forms.
The newspaper article of March 28
contains · several inaccuracies. We
lobbied State Resolution 969, not
bill 967. Our combined cost was
under $400, not $639 as reported.
My portion amounts to about $220,
no~ s3so 88 reported.
Rob Rotter
Student Senator
Editor's note:
Aceording to Student Body Presi. dent George Chandler and Student
Affairs Vice President LeVester
Tubbs, former Sen. Rotter submit·
ted two Travel Authorization Requests. One TAR was for John
Pomber· and totaled $278. Rotter's
TAR equalled $383. TAR's are submitted in advance,
any funds
are actually spent. Rotter and
Pomber may have spent leu, but
tho TAR's are still listed as two requnts totalling $639.

befbre
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Barton
WEEKS

·Vice ·
President
• • •

. for a professional outlook
on student government

-

c

.

For changes In stuClent government·
·• Allow the·senate to chart Its
own course
• No executive branch lnt.erference
• · Professlonal rep·resentatlon with
admlnlst·ratlon 'qnd In Tallahassee
·~ Voluntary.meaf plan, 24-hour visitation,
.Greek housing, better academic advising
and many other programs.
The
most.
experienced candidate
.
• .· The only candidate with executive
and leglslatlve experience
.
•VP advisor
• Order of Omega
• ·Omicron Delta Kappa
.

... .. for professionalism
go WEEKS!

Drive ho••
•HERTZ earl

Miami
Tampa·
Or1ando

TO:
Chicago .·
Cleveland
Detroit
Boston
New York
Baltimore ·
Philadelphia
Washington
Atlanta
Houston
Dallas

*ANYCAR *3DAYS
*NO CHARGE FOR,MILEAGE
*NO DROP-OFF CHARGES
Looking for the most economical way to go home at the end of the term? Call Hertz.
For $39 you can drive a comfortable Hertz car to any of the cities listed ... and leave
it there!' Just $39 for three full days! And that's enough time to get wherever you
call home with time to spare. If you need a little more time, you can keep our car for
only $19.99 per day up to a total of two additional days. Maximum rental is five days.
Best of all, this one-way rate applies to a wide choice from our Florida fleet, subject
to availability. Call Hertz today and find out how easy it is to drive home a real bargain! .
Get all the facts. Call Hertz.
In Orlando ... 859-8400 .. .Ms . Cooper ·
FINE PAINT: All cars are subject to availabHlty. These rates are valid between April 18 and May 30, 1982. cars must be dropped ofl at Hertz locations
designated at the time of rental. Maximum rental period at these rates is five (5) days. Alter five days. Henz Standard Unlimited Mileage Raies will apply to
days over five . Gasoline. local taxes, optional Collision Damage Waiver and Persona l Accident Insurance are not included m rates. Minimum deposit of $100
required for cash rentals. Renlals charged to major credit cards do not require a deposit. Hertz standard age, driver and credil qualif1calions apply.
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Azeem Hairstyling

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women ... lncludes Hair Analysis

0 p EN

HOW? With
Adia Temporary Services

WE ARE HERE

·9·5 Tues.-Sat.
. Thurs. eve.
·by appt. only

.c all
A.T.S.

CURRY FORD ROAD .,.

:::~: ~

\LE

t

6220 5. Orange Blossom Trail
- Suite 105
Orlando Central Park, Orlando

:t ~

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

@REDl<EN

·.273-1313

.The Molt Co11pl111 R1~11tor ShoPI In C.ntr~I Florio

Linda H. Walters, D.M.D.
announces the opening of her office
for
Family Dentistry
at
University Square

"LOW PRICES"
"FREE" TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

llllClli1
10622 E. C.illl Dr.
Ulll• Parle
275-9127

855-6900

Eq~al Opportunity Employer_

7434 University Boulevard
Orlando, FloNda 32807

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
610 cnt1e1 St.
Pl• Hiii
(0"91"9 ..,,.,.....,
MASTER CARD • VISA
291-9127

Office Hours b:t Appointment
Evening f!ours Availllble .
M

M

· "

,,

Te!ephone (305) 671-0460
,.

"
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Need a roommate?· Have something :to se.11? J:qr
services
only 50¢. a line, ...tudents, faculty, & .s .t aff can .• d~ I
·
.
Minolta 35 mm camera outfit. BRAND NEW with I
vertise in .t he M:a rketplace & rea~ti '· :" the campq... I law clerks from Tenn. ano V1. desire to
factory warranties. Includes XGl body, SOmm and I
market. _Ads ·m..ust b_ e SU bmitted in; person & n...•·.'~'M
_:·.·~-. _,:
"house-sit" in home or apt. tfom May I to August
135mnl lens, auto extension tubes, other ac- I
~it
I 20 or portion thereof. C1ll Sh1wn Rider or Alice
cessories.SSOOorbestoffer.323-9232.
for at the tifpe of-placement. Call 275~2865· or -~' I White,843-4600. _ _
I
.by the Business Offite before noon the Mon.djy.. I
- AKC German short hair Pointer pups dam out of I
b f
th _:,. .
.b
·
Resumes. Distinctive ind sharp. S8 for one page.
field champion "Check Mate White Smoke." $100
e ore e CQI. IS to . e run.
f $15 for two pages. Classic laid copies. $.20 each.
each. Call Seamon · Moore, 889-4726, Zellwood, ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -1 Call 647-3059.
.
Fla.
I
I
--,
·
-- ·
.

for sale

-

:h._e· -Ip wante"d •

I
I -,_ .

typ1·s· t"s"

76 Toyota Corona · 4-dr., AC, auto. trans., I
·
.
·
AMIFMlcassette, $1000-negotiable~ Tel. 677· j
• ·
-1695.
.Wanted. person to do yard work near UC~. Must I EXPERT TYPING:· 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Tn
___
I be ~ood worker. Good pay. Call Sat. or Sun. papers; theles;·reports, resumes, etc. Correctl•
1978 ~onda 750 automatic motorcycle, luggage anytime, 282·2440.
of spelling, 1t1111111art pane. ind editing includttl.
rack, sissy bar, custom seat, runs good, must se11.
.
Reasonable. C.ltlia, 678-1386.
• --_-.
1
1
$1350 or best offer. Call 365-7217.
_130 part-time ful:time ~istributors needed to, __
- - -r-:-:- __ _
. _
.
__
_marke~ f.uel additive; /ou s~t your own hours.
Typing service avall~ble. 11 year$ experience:
A pair of stereo speakers. Electro voice interface- 1Comm1ss1on starts at Y1 and.increases. Call 365- I Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.
2, new. Only $280. Tel. 282-3860.
3483.
.
I!__ ·- __ - ··. _ __---::-:. _. ____ ___ :
EXPERIENCED TYPIST - FAST- ACCURATE 1980 Suzuki 5SOL, black, excellent cond. Bell full ADVERTISING REPS needed to ser¥ice existi.nc EDITING - DAY OR EVENING - 678-0241.
helmet, cover included. Must sell. $1495 or best and new accounts now and through the summer.
_
. ___ .... _- - _
offer. 275-1253 eves.
120% commission. Call 275-2865 or come by the Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex·
Future business office.
perience at low rates. Call DAY or EVENINGS 678Wedding dress. originally purchased at
-, .4360.
·
Rheinauers. 423-8324 after 5 PM. Size 10.
WRITERS NEEDED to write for the Future. !~u
.
_ _ ~
_
.
__
FA.ST PROFESSIONAL TYPING ·
.need the clips to get a Job and we need your ability I
1980 YAMAHA 400. 8000 MILES. CARDINAL RED, 1now and through the summer. Call 275-2601 or Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of
FULL COVER CRASHBAR NEW PIPES TWO SHOEI 275-2602. (Some positions paid.)
spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers,
HELMETS. R'UNS GOOD. '$1095. CALL 425-4614 I Pi-·.~ · h__./
.
_
I thesis, dissertations, research ·papers, resumes,
·-•
.-time omec1eaners .needed 10 to 20 hrs. per w. an~ typing. All work .prepared on. IBM displ~y
13051
__
I Must have tran~p~rtat1on and phone. Can earn up ~ wn~ers. Full-time staff, all have college degrees

I

I
I·
I

__

.

I·
I
I

_ ---

_I
I

I
I
I·

I

I

I
I 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.
I
_
~--

I

I Pianolessons:Suzanne,277-4857,~82-4857~
ee•ECONO-MOVE
•••
896-90.,~ 7
I.
Quality Low Cost Moving

.

I
· I
I

I Gay Community Services of Central Florida of:
faring legal and medical referral, counseling, hot
I line with trained members & special activities. For

I information call 843-27~.
I
·
--

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING ·
Prep1nt? Need help? 841·2223
Free Pip 1111ur ind bre11t tu•
C.11 for 1ppolntmtnt·Counselln1 for 111t11
BETA Center, 419 N. M1poll1, Ori.

·

f

I
I
I'~BORTION
_. SERVICES,__FREE
~-=- _
·
PREGNANCY TESlI·.LOW ·COST BIRTH CONTROL Privicy, ~
, .Jilllty gu1111nteed. Birth Control Center hie. 725 . .
w. M1cnoll1 Avenue. Avalllble ~- h.u..S
1•day: 422-0606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517. ,
I ..

·

.

_ ~ ..-:

New homes, 3 & 4 bedrooms, behind UCF, from to~ per hr. within 1st 3 mo_. Call 671·7463 for
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control lnfOi'nilllili
$43;500. Contact Bob Ross for details. Harmony details.
I pre1111ncy tests and counseling. VD screenlns, low
Real Estate, REALTOR, 678-3100, 275-3666.
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .....J Expert typing - term papers, theses, reports,
~st, conflde~tl•::.~~C:.i. W ,5
-- _
_. _
.
I resumes, etc. IBM typewriter, best rates in town.
tn
omen
19-ft. Cobli, inboard/oiitboard motor," 165 HP.,
·
Teresa, 86~.
.
~ealtbOrpnizatlon
Motor & boat in excellent cond. Out drive needs
- . · ··
-... · .
609 E. Colonlll Dr.,
Orlando
21
work. Call 671-7942 after 4 PM.
TYPING. Prof. • styled work. Fonner typesetter... I _ -· - 89&09 .
I F~male ~non-smoker) to share 2-bdrm. 2·bath. 7 I moderate prices..: Call Suzanne, 277-4857 282· · :; ~·
··;~;ia-.o.
.
COMPUTER DISCS
miles from UCF. Call a~er 6 PM, ask for K~ren. 4857.
·
'
~*~~**~ ,~~ .\~~~~~,.·.;.;i.."'1:..~·,~111111
1
5.25" discs for the Apple or TRS-SO computers. 671-6791. Must be neat.__
.
-·
..
....,..- .,-. .
~"'!f.~Jft.$~ . _ ~ ~~:K!~
Only $29.95 for a box.of 10 or $2.99 for each. Call I Sh
.
h
UC
.
.
I TYPING - appearance counts in grading!" Ex· ~~~~
·
.fff,~
Rich at 678-0898.
I a;e . nic~ 0 ome near h _bf th wilh 1 yo~ng I perienced typist· 1 mi. from campus. do all types ~{~~ ABORTION
~~
--_
.
pro. !~siona • · wn r~., P ., a '
aun !" of work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM
-tT:~ FREE PREGNANC)' TESTS · -M.,~W.*.
·-"ikKor 500mm F8 reflex lens. Brand new. ~15: facilities. $200lmo. includes all. SlOO deposit. 'sel. II. Marti, 365-68'14 before 7:30 AM or after
~
_BIRTii CONTROL
· •'l'·.~~
l'.fikkor 50-300mm zoom F4.5. Best offer. 275· I Prefer non-smoker. M~lelfemale. 275-3848 or I 5:30 PM or UCF X2811.
'!k~
2601, ask f~r Brian or Mike.
425-6631. Ask for Marti. I
.
~
.
I Goldenrod-Large room, light klfohen and
- - - - - - - - - - - - ------------11aundryprlvlleges,Femalepreferred,
I
~
1 lleferences . 677·4407
I
-

1

l'O·o mma•&.11

I

I
I - · _ _ : _--=

. ·-

I
I·
.I

I

I
I

for rent
.

UC~ area duplex, 2-bdrm. 2-bath, furn. or unfurn.
Chris, 628-8444 or 831-8694.

273-5610

UNIVERSITY VIL~AS.

Furnished &Unfurnished ;~24~ - ~270 .
2 Pools, Tennis Courti

·,

ghe

other

J- - - - --:- - - - - - ~ - ~, STATISTICS Majors -1 need help. I am looking for

~.:...------------. --i
1

personal·

I

1

.I

. CONGRATULATIONS

1'
1

To Teresa and Linda for being selected for ODK I
I and to Debbie, Vicki, and Teresa for being tapped I
\ for order of Omega.
Delta love, Your Sisters I

It's a matter of life
. and breath! ~

·Your local

LUNG
Association

~

0 C.
'@L .

•

I
Jost & found
a tutor for STA 3023 starting ASAP. Willing to
I
.
I pay for this position,- Call Steve ~t 331-6508.
I Found -- little brown dog, pt. Dachshund. Has flea I
collar on. Walking on Alafaya. Please call 282- Iff********************-i
I 5428.
· ,

On-site bus svc. to UCF &Colonial Mall I

.

g

I

·I

UUC
' Individual c.onfidentiaJ Counseling
Gynecologists

Speakers Service
2233 LEE RO. WINTER PARK

628-04-of

Toll Free

800-432-5249
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BUSCH® The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band·:
0 Anheuser-Busch, Inc

St Louis, Mo

Inside
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FUTILE

FUTURE

Chandler freezes national budget
by Mike Griffin

grams except the Dei>artment of of the United States Constitution
Defense,'' Chandler said. Congress clearly states 'be it known that all
Student body President George allocated "more than 260 million to . appropriations and/or . alloeations
Chandler announced Tuesday that feed the poor or spmethin '," deemed necessary by a majority
he .has "frozen the budget of the Chandler said.'' ''Anyway, .they vote of Congress (i.e. the House of
United States Government."
didn't ask me if it was all right."
Representatives .and the senate)
''They (the federal bureaucracy)
Chandler said it is customary for must be approved by the President
have not. been following proper all budget reqµests that Congress of the Student Government of the
budgeting procedures .and therefore, submits· to go through his office · University· of Central Florida,"
in my capacity as· chief fiscal officer · first. "I didn't create the rule; it's Chandler said.
for th.e stuaeiits of this university, I been here for years. It's just that not
He pointed out that the senate can
!!ave issued an immediate freeze on · many people know about it.''
override his veto with a two-thirds
the budgets of Congress and all pro"Secti9n Five, Article 3-D, Line 52 majority vote.
Futtle atorf

•

•

<

•

•'The problem is, they (Congress)
have been sneaking this legislation
by for years," Chandler said. "I'm
going to ensure that my administra·
tion is remembered for defending
the students' money.''
When asked. what U.S. President.
Ronald Reagan's role in Govern·
. ment is, Chandler said, "I'll have to
check the university by-laws on that
one, but I assunie he's just there to
keep me informed." F
reeze, pag_e 2
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Herpes·
·pass it

· on ·

by~Jauon
Futtle llaff

-

Tom Neflel/Futtle

Library -de-floored ·
The disappearance of. several floors of the UCF
Library has campu~ police baffled. Investigators
ate not certain when the missing floors were last
seen sinee so few people use the large brick structure.
· Some speculate 1. the building, used

UCF buys
by Mike Griffin
Futtle ltatf

drlve~in

primarily by iounging and sleeping students, is a
victim of sinkhole activity. The m99t popular rumor '
blames disgruntled career service employees with
selling the missing floors to make up for inadequate
pay raises.

to ease parking shortage

press conference Wednesday.
"Something '1ad to be done.~' Under
the new movie-class system, the stu·
dent need never leave his car to attend ciass, Colboum explained.
"Thus .· both the parking and
classroom shortages are solved.''
Critics of the plan charge that it is
an unfair advantage to night
students, who are not really faced
with the overcrowding problems of .
the dav student.
"Night students don't have to
worry about finding a space, it's the
day student,'' said student body
President George Chandler. "Why
didn't the administrati<?D bu~ the

Fashion Square or the Plaza Rock·
ing Chair. ·.. I consider this a waste

When Mt. Vesuvius vomited its
deadly ash and lava on Pompeii, lta·
ly in the late '70s B.C., a lot of people were caught off guard. Oneof
these mornings yo"Q too might have
that same sickening feeling when
you notice that a miniature volcano
has erupted on some part of your
body.
Yes, I am Joe's herpes.
I have mystified physicians and
charlatans for nearly a decade, but
now I am coming to the forefront of .
socio-medical research with all the
hoopla and malignant prominence of
the bubonic plague or phlebitis.
Unlike cancer, I have no early warning signs, no benevolent association
to raise money for me, and I have
complete in~eron immunity.
I am the ultimate social disease,
spawned through the wonder of
genetic dysfunction, and I have in~
filtrated every social strata on the
planet..
As a virus, I give physicians a hell
of a time. I have been improperly
diagnosed as any number of
ailments, from bad acne and cold
sores to prickly heat or extra nipples. I have been labeled the new
''red scare,'' for my scarlet pustules
that seem to mysteriously erupt on
assorted bodily orifices, most.
notably the mouth and (my favorite
spot) the genitalia.
I ani most often . transmitted
through sexual encounters but other
methods include: kissing, drinking
from an infected person's glass,
kinky dancing and hand holding.

.·
of money.''
The classes begin tonight with a
UCF has purchased the Universitriple feature.
''Advanced
ty Drive-In Theater in an effort to
Aerodynamics,'' '-'Astrology'' and
alleviate classroom overcrowding
"Star Wars."
and lack of student parking spaces,
Saturday shows will feature
according to President Trev~r Col·
"Women in Politics," "The
bourn.
Psychology of Women" and "The
Colbourn said the theater will
Happy
Hooker
Goes
to
begin showing movie classes
Washington.''
·
.
· tonight, and will expand the new 8'r·
Future classes/shows will include
vice next semester to include more
"History of the Black Culture in
than 16 courses from psychology to
America" and "Shaft," and "The
advanced aerodynamics.
Psychology of Sports'.' and ''The
On the bright side, I have been a
''The problems facing the univerPom-Pom Girls.''
boon to the prophylactic manufacsity are acute," Colbourn said at a
turers across the land, as well as to
the numerous ''garage laboratories''
claiming to have found a cure. There
is even a bumper sticker available in
by Tom Netsel
talent rather than having to rely on tremendously with fans and poten· my honor. It reads: Honk if you
a relatively small number of former tial financial supporters across the have Herpes.
high school players, Colboum ex- country.'' .
.
Until such a time as a new
In his continuing effort to upgrade plained. This will allow the Knights
Colbourn said he has met with · Pasteur, Salk or Jenner is born on
and promote UCF' s football pro- to play much larger schools as well some objections t;<> this unique the Earth, there is nothing you can
gram, President ·Trevor Colbourn . as ''attracting greater media sports program but feels th~ media do about me. I have no ·known cure.
has announced that football will be a coverage, more spectators and big- attention and community support And unless the world ~mes a race
required subject for all students ger buCks.''
will justify the inconvenience to a of celibates or toasters, I will con·
beginning this fall.
''We are already negotiating with few students.
tinue to epread. Be forewarned. I ~
This radical plan will enable head · Clemson,'' boasted Colbourn, ''and
"Some students have actually Joe's herpes and I'll be your cons·
football coach Don Jonas to _pick his the national television coverage balked at the idea of _ID8Pdatory tant companion for
long, long
team frpm a much larger supp~y of alone will boost our football image
Football. P.e 2 time. Have fun.

FOotball mandatory ·for all UCF students

'

a

Page2
Surf H awaii - Wax 'em down at W akiki when you join other ho-dads and
goofy-footers for a l,OOO·hour surfing marathon. Free canoe provided tQ let
you and that special friend discover true romance as you paddle your way to
the really big waves of the poi state. Accomodations provided by Jack Lord
Budget Motels. Winners in the surf contest receive: a free lei, a case of suntan oil, dermititis, and his and hers lobotomies. Call x- .

Events========================-======
The UCF Wombat Club will hold its third annual Aborigine Luau tomor·
row at noon at Lake Claire. ·In addition to a kangaroo barbeque and koala
)cookout, the club will feature exotic ent.ertainment from ''down under'' as
well as special events that will include platypus wrestling, sea snake
swallowing, and t.asmanian dancing. All UCF students are invited and free
drinks will be provid~. Admission is $3 and parking is available for hove~
craft at the lak~.

•••

Student Government is sponsoring 8:DO~her in its series of "famo~a
speakers who have canceled'' forums today in the SCA. Not speaking this
eveliing will be world·rekriown ballet star Kuclolph i~ureyev~ who ww not
detail the recent actions of the , Nuke the Gay Whales Movement in
America. N111'8yev is the fourth in this distinguished series of canceled
speakers which has included David Letterman (canceled in March), Abbie
Hoffman (canceled in· April), Gloria Steinham (canceled in January) and
former president Richard M. Nixon (canceled indefinitely).

•• •

A car wash sponsored by Gamma Delta Iota will be heid S~day at the

• ••

•

There will be an Assertiveness Training seminar April 6 at 7 p.m. in the
SCA. Then again, it might he on April 8 in the multi-purpose room at 8 p.m.
But, then again, the next day at the same time, or., maybe never.

•••

The Stud~nt Center will be sponsoring a Streakers' Olylnpics next week
on campus.
.
.
.
According to the program director Paul Franzese, a featured event will be
the decathalon . which will consist of the lOO·yard flash, skinny-dippy·
diving, and a weightlifting competition(clean and jerk and snatch).
Registration d~dlin~. is April 7 at the SC main desk at 8:30 p.m. En·
trance fees are $2 if you sign up clothed, free if you 're dressed in your birth·
day suit.

•••

Due to delay in shipping for next term's books, the bookstore will be buy·
ing back all books at 75 percent their retail value. Bookstore manager Ian
Maxwell said this buy back rate is being used to lure more studen~s into
selling back such prized texts as "Basic Accounting Principles," "Com·
munication Law," and the "Student Directory." ·

• •••

•

Guff Gas Station on Strident Boulevard to raise money for the UCF Frisbee
Club. Club president Turk Crawford urges all students ~o come and have
their cars, vans, bikes and skateboards washed to help the club in sending a
Baxter Bentley, IV, received an honorary baccalaureate after Poppy kickteam to the National Frisbee Championship in Portland, Ore. this summer.
ed in the money (for the computer science wing, that is). Bentley (Bax) plans
Free beer and luggage will be provided.
to attend Georgetown University (Poppy's next project) to study
Mideastern
theology. His major at UCF? Well, he said he'd decide by next
· A .free concert featuring local rock banci·Gonzo will be h~d today on the
week.
SC Green in honor of the Legalize Marijuana lobby. The concert will begin
at 1 p.m. and any proceeds will go to the Up in Smoke Activist Party, for
Sandra Compton,computer science major, won the national "Fun With
Higher Conciousness in Tallahassee. Dress is optional and requests are
Numbers'' scholarship essay contest sponsored by Dippy Dot Paints, Inc.
welcomed.
• • •
. Compton won the prestigious $3,000 award with her essay, ''The Primary
Sammer in Ei Salvador - For a nominal . "enlistment fee," Klub Med Colors: Red, Blue, Yellow, Three is a Charm." Compton accompanied her
Special Forces offers a special exchange.program for students 18 years and essay with visual aids.
older. Travel to the scenic jungles of this exciting Central American country
for a taste of the real world. One-way ticket and souv~ M·16 replica pro-

People,==================

•••

-

...
• ••

vided. Call x-2430 for more infonn:ti:~
Space Shuttle rides - 'in cooperation with NOSA, the unofficial space
agency, students can purchase discount tickets to fly the shuttle Columbia
to the highest reaches of the Great White South. Registered pilot Juan
Baldez and his companion, Burro, take ·you to the farthest limits of your im·
agination as you thrill to the sights from Columbia's mile-high vantage
point. Kit bag, neosynephrine, and dramamine will be provided. Extra
blades optional. For more information call x-2408.
,,
·• • •
,
Luv,Boat tour·· This swinging singles 'cruise aboard the comedy cruise
ship Tight Antic offers students either a weekend or a month-long escape to
the seven seas and the three F's. The sleek 50-foot galleon maintains a full
crew of·ex·Vegas nightclub comics and delightful ''recreational things to
do" for only $100 deposit and first and last month's rent. Pets over 20 lbs.
not allowed. More information coming.
• • •
T~ Workshop is a 12-week seminar in the beautiful Tibetan Alps
where students can relieve frustration through toaster and other small appliance sculpting. No previous electrical. or artistic experience is necessary.
Students can, upon completion of the seminar, sell their works to local
natives and be eligible for prime-time network television commercials. Air
travel available through Wilbur's Air Lines of Sanford.

Update====================
Serious budget cats by Student Government has re~ulted in the crew
·
According to crew team coach, Dennis Kamrad, all practices and tournaments will now have .to take place on Reflecting Pond on Pegasus Drive.
Kamrad was optimistic about the change, hQwever. He said, "Now that
we'll be in the heart of the campus, we may get enough support to halt next
year's crew ~ts.'' Kamrad B:lso s8id that the location of the Reflecting Pond
lends itself to safer sailing and less turbulence during windy days.
• • •
With th~ Administration handing out budget cµts on student grants and
loans, thousands of college students are now scurrying for summer jobs, ac·
cording to a national rag. Many will be pushing the nonQ.eScript lemonade
stands and following dogwalks in downto.wn' areas. Others, according.to the
article, are being a bit more inventive.
One group of engineering students plans ~ do egg drops for a local
airplane.express company.
Another group of stud.e nts will be testing for possible dump sites for
UCF, since most of tl).e physical plant employees are leaving for in·
vestigative summer work with the Department of Environmeqtal ~gula·
·tion.
·

team's cutting its transportation expenses.

Footba 11

' you seen the muscles o~ some of
from page 1 those P.E. majors? We'll be glad to
football,'' Jonas replied, dis~ssing get them!''
these protests as insignificant.
Jonas added that students who do
"They were just a few freaksr I can't not make the team can be of use in
see why anyone wouldn't jump at other areas: "These will be primarily
the chance to play football at Fine Arts majors and other wimps," '
UCF!," Jonas added.
he said, "but they can be useful for r
In order to manage the vast tackling practice or for use as block- .
number . of students who will be ing du~es." ·
r
reporting for practice, classes will be
suspended at noon each day. To
from page 1
make up · this lost cla~s time some
will be rescheduled earlier ·i n the " Chandler would not say when the
·
.
day. It has been rumored that some budget will be unfrozen.
will
as early as 4 a.m. but Col· ·
Chandler also announced that the '
budget of the Roman Catholic
ho~ merely chuckled and refused
to comment.
Church had been frozen. He cited '
He did say that most students "the Gospel a~rding to St. Luke, r
would find it necessary to stay at which clearly states: 'God said unto
·
the university for a longer·period to Peter get ye approval from George r
earn their degrees since class time Chandler before thy spendeth any
UCF and Milwaukee are a half a country apart, but af·
will be cut each day for most ; money.'"
' ter a long day studying, these people don't care. It
students. Eight or nine years is Col· '
Chandler said the Church freeze , could be a suburb of Chicago, for all they know. They
bourn's best estimate for full-time was not a spur 0~ the moment ~c- don't care about taste nutrition or sanitation either
tion. He said he tried to reason with
'
'
·
students.
Of course not all of the Pope John Paul in Rome before ' They know they can coun! on SAt?A J?r fo'?~ they unUniversity's 13,000 students will freezing the budget but the lines of derstand. Cheap, compar~d to gasoline; filling when
make the team. "We'll cut them communications were poor. "The ' compared to Kitty Litter. And nothing follows it .better
down to 700 or 800 before we make guy don't even speak English," than lukewarm beer after beer after beer. "You know, it
our final choice," Jonas explained.
Chandler said. "Hell I"l:>E't he ain't '- doesn't get any better than thisf"
·
''And we fully expect to have a good even Catholic. He sure as hell ain't
number of women on the team. Have no Italian."
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Pryor persona unpopula.r with crowd
•

Friday night's Richard Pryor·
show was hailed as UCF's most successful Student Center program
ever, . despite refund demands by
and
a
disgruntled
viewers
threatened boycott of SC by the Fat
Students Union.
Although Pryor had claimed that
his accident had made a new man
out of him, the audience was plainly
surprised when Pryor made his entrance. Pryor flew onstage in a,ngel
gear and whiteface and began telling
fat white people jokes in a falsetto
voice. "Hello, Moby Dicks!" he
greeted the crowd.
"That 's not the Pryor I'm used
to," complained FSU member Bert
Chubb. "I know the man makes a who's going to . burn, baby, burn
liv!ng being outrageous; but"I didn't those calories away.,,
come here to be insulted."
'
This was the Closest Pryor came to
Chubb, and the rest of th~ FSU, joking about the blazing cocaine inwalked out after Pryor exhorted the ' cident. · Nearly everyone in the
audience to "clap their hams and audience had been ready for a show
, give a warm welcome to the man "based on racial humor and the fire.
Yt:~~/~lMMf \vJO

When the show didn't run as ~xpected, students began to leave.
Thinking quickly, Pryor stripped,
artfully hiding behind a large cookie.
. "Too bad it isn't an Oreo!" he quipped, his-only racial remark.
The· bulk of the show featured

Pryor's quick-changes intQ a variety
of bewildering and rude characters,
as he urged the audience not to
abuse sugar. "It almost killed me,"
he avowed.
"This isn't Richard Pryqr,'' complained one sophomore. "That fire
may· have saved his life, but it sure
ruined his act. If .I were him, I'd sue
whoever did the skin grafts. He
looks awful."
Still, the program made "a lot of
money" said one spokesman for the
school. UCF' s first big act pleased
adµUnistrators so much, they're
consideri~g booking Bob and Doug
McKertzie next semester.
''I love their films,'' said program.
director Paul Frenzied. "Especially
'Up in Smoke' and 'Nice Dreams.'
We were going to have these two
guys from a Canadian TV show, but
now that this program turned out so
well, I · think we can afford some
~eally popular acts."

McMuffy.& Co. make mint for yogurt nut

86& Mc_MUFFY5, · ·

/

0
'Lon Dannon's most popular use for dead preppie. Icky!

Put away your dead cats and your anti-preppie handbooks. The last word
in cartoon books and fads is the runaway bestseller "11 Things to Do With
a Dead Preppie. ''
Author Eric Von Dannon said, "I just wanted to get my two cents' worth
in - or out, if you know.what I mean. It started out to be '101 Things' but
they (preppies) aren't that useful when they're alive, much less dead."
Von Dannon's hilarious book is his first bestseller since "Yogurt Cultures
of the Gods" ~nd the sligh.t ly less popular "Tofu of the Gods."
"i personally have nothing against preppies,'' said Von Dannon, "but a
buck's a buck. Hating preppies would be like coming out against cottage
cheese or Eisenhower. I mean, who really cares?"
The book suggests inflating dead preppies for Macy's parades, openi~g a
Preppyland wax museum and wiring them with two-way speakers for drive.i n restaurant windows.
.
Already, poster m~nufacturers are vying for the rights to '_'Fa~t F~od
Preppie," but a lawsuit by McBurger's claims Von Dannon is v10latmg _
copyright laws. Fans will have to wait for the court's decision before adorning their walls with a blown-up "McMuffy. · ~

Dark side of the moon; zodiac signs toavoid
Aries
Check out their cl~~ets - they'·re addicted to uniforms of any ki11d: Boy
and Girl · Scout, . safety patrol,
Shriners ... They hate for people to
ask "Why" and have neurotic pets.
They enjoy showipg off th~ir att~ck .
dogs at quiet parties and d1splaymg
their scars. In tender moments, they
talk about guns and they mean what
they say.
Taurus
Retirement is the m·ost exciting
prospect in their lives. These are the
people who help themselves to mot~l
. . towels and ashtrays to "get their
money's worth." They secretly like
being treated as small, helpless
children and are easy prey for an
Aries dressed as a crossing guarq.
They would rather sit through a film
twice than decide what to do after.
Gemini
Expect some , off-key singing and
percussive - hissing ~hen you:re
trying to listen to music. They like
to imitate snare drums and cymbals.
Worse, they 're always in a hurry
and several beats ahead , .of the
record. They eat too fast and like
constant noise as long as it isn'~
" s~rious conv~rsation."
Cancer
Expect a lot of outdated slang and

Capricorn
flowery phraseology. They don't
Libra
They
call
their
bathroom the liJ:?rary
talk like anyone else. your Reader's These people can turn a fiesta into a
Digest "Word Power" pages aren't wake if they're in a bad mood. They and the toilet the throne. They think
safe while they're around. Cancers r share with Gemini an appetite for they'd g~t alo1:1g well .with Woody
spend a lot of mon~y on r:fupper- exaggeration and will lie wh~never Allen, if they ever met him. If they
ware ·and are fascinated by the em- · they can. People who lock t~e1r keys care, they will buy you· new
b~lming process. They fully expect in their cars -are usually L1~r~s. If deodorant. If they don't really like
everything to last forever, so be they run ou~ of gas on a date,, its :iot you, they leave your phone book
careful making prdmises to a Can- for romantic reasons - they re s1m- open to listings f~r plastic surgeons.
. cer.
ply absent-minded.
The term "Status Orgasmus" was
invented to make sex more appealing to snobby Capricorp.
Leo
Scorpio
.
Though this sign is ruled by the sun,
they spend a lot of time preventing Many of them use highly technical
Aquarius
its rays from
entering the terms they don 't understand. They
disgusting sties they call home. hate losing arguments. Given their "W-tiy me?" is_a favorite expression.
Most of them wear shades all day preference, they would all ·be CIA They feel singled out by God,
long. Everyting they do takes on the agents or hit-men. They do rude Pazuzu or Fate - whichever they're
air of a grand performance - from . things .to your ~tuffed animals when into this week. They secretly
dressing to waiting in line to you aren't looking. Worse, their pets pretend to be knights in shining ar- .
stealing a car. Leo loves to be wat- make sexual advances to you and mor or monks. When they're bored
with you, they say, "You're·too good
· Scorpio finds it hilarious.
ched and should be - carefully.
for me." Then they ask your best
friend out.
·
Virgo
They can't sleep if there's dust
.
.
.
.
Sag1ttarms
.
·
collecting under the furniture. Many ·
Pisces
picky-neat ·Virgos are dental They sav~ old casts and. splmts and All these natives claim to be .
hygienists and express love by ~ icky things removed durmg surgery. psychic. They c9mplain about weird
examining your teeth. You can lose They. ~ill ~ave anythin~ and can be vibes in your apartment if they want .
a Virgo lover by clrinking out of bot- found 1r.orung old wra~pm!?' paper _to to go home. Stray dogs ~nd cats are
tles and cans - especially por_k 'n' use agam. If they don t drive sp~rts taken in by these people - and
beans cans - or by not turning your C~!S, they make sports car no~ses neglected. They are easily seduced,
mattress. They find worry healthy through their lips when they ~1ye. but only because they love to watch
and make sure you get your daily Secretly, they want to be rock n roll people while they're sleeping.
queta ("Wake up! I just heard Ted stars and play air. guitar when no Schizoid Pisces is ~ scrupulously
Bundy slitting your screen!").
one's looking.
honest kleptomaniac.
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Oaf gin ion
Guest editorial -

It's time to clear up all the errers
As proofreader for the Future, I have been asked .to write a guest column defending the
newspaper against harsh accusations that articles are full of misquotes, misspellings, and
misinformation.
Reedickulousl
I get ..Uy evaporated with people who try to
dicta,t;e my job responsibilities to me. As a trained
copi-editOr with over ' years experience, I am
vergood at detecting errors before they get into
print. These· vicious barbs are nothing more than
the imbittered outcrys of a small grope of effete
snobs.
.
It pains me when these peeple claim they mus.t
desipher stories becouse of errars in riting. I am
therefour taking this opportunaty to rebutt their
criiticizms.
We at the Futuer are very careful without facts.
I :am recalled of the late president George
Washingtin' s immoral words as he crossed the
Danube, "What the hell iz this?"
~ reporters are highly-skilled riters of the
finest caliber. In fact, some of them are even ~38s.
' Tiley are stooped in the finest traditions of jurnalistic ethnics and have the pervobial "Nose for
newz.'' Perhaps it is the splurge of iliterucy that
is rampant in our society today that accounts for
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The story of a boy and his (guide) dog

the ineptitude of our reafership. 0r mebbe you
hacks are just too .danm lazy to apply for a job on
the fine staph ·of YOUR college p~per:_ .
Veryyone of use on the Futile satff is a college
edjucated person with the skillz and thetaoinshrthe trayning to · putt out a profeesinal, rela
newspaperp. We .haze one major awards for our
hit-harding editorials and jounalsitoc eksper-

te1;tse. We scope the Sentenial Stare all the time,
beating them to .the puchline with the kinf od exposays that win Pullitsir prices, like Jannet Cook.
And we can do it without junkie 12-yearolds,
two.
Nits to theee people who think the FUltier if
full of arrears. I say nits and I meen it! I'm prow
od the coverage we have- leash 500 skware feet to
the galleon! Without a second cote, too.
Wee have a sayong at the arfice, uThree's aright way to do things and a Futlier way!" We
stand by that, lock, stock and keyhole.

The Furniture of~ce is open to all intended
students who would like to peruse the ultra·
muddled faciltees avaidable on this compost. Our
motto is "All the newz that fits to print" and we
shall cantinue to strive for exellance to keep out
students uniformed.
Innyone desirous of further correspondunce ·
with me or this orifice may call (on the telephone)
or send a self-endorsed, licked envelope to:
FUC Future
Box 1982-J
All letters will be considrd "Confidentures"
and subject to . editing. And rember, you red it
here first.

Letters
Students of the world, unite.I

Editor:
I would like to notify students and
faculty that we have finally chosen
our new athletic director.
The new director is someone we
have been trying to get on campus
all year. He is someone.with "Name
recognition" t'o bring prestige to the
department. He is someone with
athletic experience (he's been a
nationally known runner for ten
years).
That's right folks, it's Abbie H~ff
man.
"The director search committee
fin ally guessed which one I really
wanted," said University President
Trevor Colbourn.
Neil Labar
Sports Information Director

Editor:
It has come to my attention that the students of
UCF don't have a union. Gainesville has a Student
Union, and so does everyone else. What is this-the
"open shop" city? Who will protect students' rights
. without a union?
You work hard, you slave for the man to gr.aduate
and what do you have to show for it? A sheepskin that
i8n't even made of sheep! Come on, UCF, quit pulling
the wool over the students' eyes. Fight! Unite!
Even the Constitution says "in order to form a more
perfect union." It's the most American thing you can
do.
M~ me behind the canoe racks Thursday at 11 a.m.
if you're interested in liberating the students from the
yoke of the r:unniJ:ig-dog lackeys of the Imperialist op·
pressors. I '11 be there, taking signatures for Students'
I'm worried about our society. It's a sick one, yoi;
Local 714.
see, and it's all because of those communist-spawned
Manny Schevitz
university-bred liberals.
Students'Localif4.
: Any society that lets a boy grow to a m~ ~thout
Hot Lips Wilson
having shot, skinned, deboned and eaten the entrails of
.Editor in chief
B.J. Taylor
an animal listed as an endangered species is destined
. ·M anaging editor
to crumble into oblivion.
·
Col. Potter Longcrier
We are raising a generation of video addicts. They Editor: ·
Buainess manager
Trapper Foronda
spend hours and hours in front of these electronic idiot
There has been some quesNews
editor ·
boxes killing things by the millions. Why not tum the tion as to whether or not our
Radar O'Malley
little scumbags loose on the Cubans? The Russians? Or new ad campaign titled
Copy ~tor
at least a few baby harp seals?
"Eyewitness News Really,
Charles Winchester
There is nothing more · rewarding than tramping Really Is Everywhere'' is in
McLawhom Ill
through the woods on a crisp October morning with a bad taste. We at Channel 9
Sports editor
cool, clean breeze blowing through the trees. The smell of course disagree. The First
Hawkeye Elliott
Entertainment editor
of coffee brewing on the campfire. The odor of yester· Amendment guarantees the
Klinger LaPeter
day's kill rotting in the dirt.
freedom of the press. That's
Photo editor
Or the hunt. Watching a boy stalk his prey, locate freedom folks. That means
Eisenhower Hoffman
his objective, slowly raise the rifle and fire-wounding we can do anything we want.
Advertising manager
Gen. McArthur
his target. Then, the Christmas morning look on his Invade your privacy? Of
Davis
young face while he bludgeons the defenseless animal . course! Slander your name,
Sales manager
to death. That's America~
ruin your business and en·
Father Mulcahey Moller
,
' Production manager
Who cares what the liberals say? I'll bet Jimmy Buf- tire life? Certainly! Didn't
fet never even tried to blast a manatee out of the water any of you -see ''Absence of
Addreu correspondencf! to the Futile
with an M·16 rifle. I'll bet those damn Green Peace Malice?''
Box 25000, Orlando,_FL 32816. But really,
Volunteers never even once tried to ·swerve a yacht
The picture you see is still from our upcoming ~eg
it's a waste of time. We won't answer. We
over a school of porpoises. What do they know about ment "Prominent Orlandoans Go to the Bathroom
don't really exist. Try punching a wall instead.
cruelty to animals.
Too.'' We hope that it will sho~ the human side ot city
. The Futile is pubUahed yearly by the
Kill all the animals. Have open seaaon on everything. politics and big business. George Stuart, Mayor Bill
Future,
under great duress from people of
Cats, dogs, birds, trees, d~1Jlocrats, thieves, com· Fredricks, Sen. Paula Hawkins, Dick Batchelor and
taste. Costs are absorbed Mexican Launmunists and any other scumbag namby-pamby group others are participating in this powerful expression of
dries, Inc.
that gets in our way or tries to limit our right to bear freedom of information. If you don't like it, we proOpini-Ons expressed in the Futile are not
Saturday night specials.
bably already have some horrible incident about you in
Mcessarily those of the University Board
People may accuse me of being a reactionary or our files so don't "press" your luck.
of PubUcations or adminiatration, or even
of the writers, themselves. Like the man
paranoid but as Ayn Rand once said, ''Get them before
Carole Nelson
wlw grafted the flippers of a seal onto a
they get you!"
Ace Woman Reporter
giraffe,
we ''just wanted to see if the damn
Remember, 1984 is only two years away-have your
Eyewitness News.
thing could move. " Lighten uJJ/
- snub noses and your bomb shelters ready.

• . Mike
Griffin

·A closer IOok at
COiiege co.mri1ies
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e1·g Sister Is watch Ing you
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